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5. Setting of the Conservation Area

SETTING OF THE CONSERVATION AREA

West

Matlock Bath nestles compactly within the valley,
with residential properties clinging to the steep
westerly slopes. To this western area, the land is
predominantly heavily wooded with some
agricultural areas. In planning terms this area is
designated as a special landscape area. The land was
originally used for mining and agriculture and there
are the remains of disused shafts and remnants of
mines that were opened as show caverns. To the far
west, beyond the skyline lies Ember farm, also
marking the boundary of the World Heritage Site
Buffer Zone. To the far north-west the current
boundary lies the bowl barrow on Masson Hill, a
Scheduled Ancient Monument.

P. 139 Views northwards towards High Tor and
Starkholmes

P. 137 Views to Masson Hill and Matlock Bath

P. 140 View northwards towards Matlock and Riber Castle

East

To the north east lies the village of Starkholmes and
beyond this is predominantly rolling open meadows
used for agricultural purposes. Again in planning
terms, this land is classed as an area of Special
Landscape.
Willersley
Road
adjoins
the
Conservation boundary to the north-east
P. 138 Views westwards towards Matlock Bath

North

To the north of the Conservation Area lies Matlock
Dale, which is enclosed by steep crags and heavily
wooded areas. It is an area of relatively low
development and generally development follows the
line of theA6 and the River Derwent and is
enclosed by the topography of the valley virtually
until reaching Matlock itself. Views northwards,
from the highest ridge in Matlock Bath are of
Matlock, High Tor and Starkholmes.

P. 141 Views across to Starkholmes
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P. 144 Views south from Waterloo Road

P. 142 Views out to the east from the centre of the
conservation area over Starkholmes Meadows

South

To the south of the existing Conservation Area
boundary lies Masson Mill and further down river
Cromford Mills lie on the periphery of the busy
village of Cromford. Here development has
flourished following the advent of the industrial
processes carried out by Sir Richard Arkwright in
the late 18th century. Prior to this land was in
predominantly agricultural use with a number of
small dispersed farmsteads. Now Cromford is a
thriving village at the heart of the Derwent Valley
Mills World Heritage Site.

P. 143 Views south along the river towards Cromford and
Cromford Moor from Lovers Walks
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6. Landscape Appraisal
x Planning Context
x Landscape Character
x Zones 1-6

LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL

Other Planning Designations (see Figure 9)
The special designations applied to many of the
natural/ semi natural features of the Conservation
Area reflect the high quality and importance of the
landscape.

Preamble
The natural and man-made landscapes that provide
the setting for buildings are important elements
affecting any Conservation Area.
This is
particularly the case with Matlock Bath where the
built environment cannot be isolated from its
setting. It is dominated by the dramatic scenery of
the natural environment that surrounds it – and,
largely, caused it to come into existence - and which
was reinforced during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries by the development of
extensive pleasure grounds at Lover’s Walks, the
Heights of Abraham, Derwent Pleasure Gardens,
the Pavilion Gardens and others.

Special Area of Conservation (S.A.C.)
Special Areas of Conservation are designated under
the provisions of the European Directive
92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural
Habitats and of Wild Flora and Fauna. Any plan or
project that is likely to have significant effect on a
European site which is not directly connected with
the management of that site for nature conservation
must be subject to an appropriate assessment which
shall determine if that plan or policy will adversely
affect the integrity of the site.
The eastern riverside area of Lover’s Walks forms
part of the Peak District Dales S.A.C.
Sites of Special Scientific Interest. (S.S.S.I.)
English Nature designates Sites of Special Scientific
Interest under the provisions of Section 28 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Advanced
written notice of any works specified on the list of
operations likely to damage the special interest of
the site for which there is no existing consent needs
to be given to English Nature and consent obtained
before that work can go ahead.
The eastern riverside area of Lover’s Walks forms
part of the Matlock Woods S.S.S.I. and much of the
Heights of Abraham and a small area on the
western edge of Gulliver’s Kingdom form part of
the Masson Hill S.S.S.I.

P. 145 View south across Matlock Bath from Masson
Road
This appraisal is undertaken as part of the wider
study of the Matlock Bath Conservation Area. It is
based upon an examination of the planning and
historical context and a visual assessment of
landscape elements, being particularly concerned
with the components that most influence the
character and quality of the environment.

Regionally
Important
Geological
and
Geomorphological Sites (R.I.G.S.)
R.I.G.S. is a non-statutory designation afforded to
sites of significant geological and geomorphological
value. The R.I.G.S. register is maintained by the
Derbyshire R.I.G.S. steering group. R.I.G.S. are
protected within the land use policies of statutory
Local Plans.

Planning Context
Conservation Area - Location and Extent
The Matlock Bath Conservation Area is 88.44
hectares in extent. Contained within the steeply cut
gorge of the River Derwent it encompasses the
greater part of the village and extends from the
Heights of Abraham in the north to a line just south
of the New Bath Hotel in the south. The bulk of
the area lies to the west of the river though the
wooded eastern riverside area of Lover’s Walks and
Starkholmes Meadows (otherwise known as Bath
Fields) to the north east, are also included.

There are two R.I.G.S within the Conservation
Area:
x The higher parts of the limestone cliff face
along the eastern edge of Lover’s Walks
x The tufa shelf on which the Temple Road car
park, Holy Trinity church and the New Bath
Hotel stand. This extends back from the
western bank of the river to a line just east of
Temple Road.
Wildlife (D.W.S.R.) Sites
This is a non-statutory designation afforded to areas
identified as important for nature conservation.
The Register of Wildlife Sites is maintained by the

Although the Conservation Area was originally
designated in 1972 its boundaries were extended in
1978 to include the landscape setting.
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FIG 9

Derbyshire Wildlife Trust. The designated sites are
protected within the land use policies of the
statutory Local Plan.

historic lead mining industry and found in many
fields. Most of the remains date from the 17th to
19th centuries, though some are earlier.

There is one D.W.S.R. Wildlife Site within the
Conservation Area on a steeply sloping
embankment to the west of the New Bath Hotel.

Quarrying is also a prominent feature.
Soils tend to be fine, loamy brown earths over a free
draining bedrock. Soil cover is thinnest on the
steeper slopes and hill crests and opportunities for
providing improved pasture for agriculture are
limited.
Within the Conservation Area,
Starkholmes Meadows is the only area where
agriculture is practised. Dry stone walls of random
sized limestone rubble are the traditional field
boundary treatment.
These enclose small to
medium, semi-regular fields

Historic Parks and Gardens
The Register of Parks and Gardens of Special
Historic Interest in England is maintained by
English Heritage who are enabled to designate sites
which are of particular national historic importance
under the Historic Buildings and Ancient
Monuments Act 1953 (as modified by the National
Heritage Act 1983-4).

Where slopes are steepest and soil cover thinnest,
woodland is characteristic with scrub and localised
patches of gorse and bracken colonising abandoned
pasture or otherwise neglected land. The overall
effect is one where trees provide filtered views
through the landscape with occasional long views to
the slopes beyond revealed as a result of the
dramatic topography.

3 sites within the Conservation Area are included
on the Register.
These are:
x The Heights of Abraham (Grade II*)
x Lover’s Walks (Grade II*)
x Derwent Gardens (Grade II)

Ecological value lies in the woodland, the areas of
colonising scrub, exposed rock and scree with their
associated fauna and flora. Habitats of particular
interest have developed in areas of former lead
mining.

These sites are protected within the land use
policies of the statutory Local Plan.
Protected Trees
The Conservation Area designation provides all
trees with a stem girth of 75 mm and above
measured 1 metre above ground level with a
measure of protection against felling, lopping or
topping without providing six weeks notice to the
Council. In addition Tree Preservation Orders
(T.P.O.s) have been placed on a number of
individual and groups of trees within the Area.
Works to trees covered by T.P.O.s can only be
undertaken with the written consent of the Council
except where they are deemed to be dead, dying or
dangerous. It may be a requirement to replace any
protected tree that is felled with a tree of
appropriate species and size.

Appraisal
General
Derwent Gardens and Lover’s Walks will be subject
to improvements under the ongoing Matlock Parks
programme. The detailed improvements contained
within the programme are not repeated here but an
outline is given under the Planning Policies section
of this document
.
Topography
Dramatic topography is the most distinctive
characteristic of Matlock Bath, and the
Conservation Area, to the extent that it has been
referred to as “Little Switzerland”.

Landscape Character
The “Landscape Character of Derbyshire”
(Derbyshire County Council 2004) places the
Conservation Area within the Limestone Slopes
landscape type of the White Peak landscape
character area. The landscape character of the type
is strongly influenced by the underlying geology
creating a moderate to steeply sloping fringe to the
limestone plateau. The Carboniferous Limestone is
hard and is only slowly eroded giving rise to an
undulating landform with many hill summits and
extensive areas of exposed rock.

The village occupies the “gentler” western slopes of
the limestone gorge through which flows the River
Derwent. Having run north to south past the face
of High Tor the river bends abruptly to the west
before turning back in similar fashion to resume its
southerly course below the precipitous limestone
cliffs that loom high above the wooded lower
slopes of Lover’s Walks. On the western side the
bulk of Masson Hill rises to 338 metres and
dominates in the north with a high ridge extending
south towards Upperwood. The resulting enclosure
is only relieved by the levelling out of land that

Other features of this landscape type include the
small pits and hummocks associated with the
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occurs in the north east of the conservation area at
Starkholmes Meadows.
As a consequence level ground is at a premium and
the village appears to be stacked up on itself along
the terraced western side of the valley.
Vegetation (Figure 10)
When viewing the Conservation Area from any
vantage point the overwhelming impression gained
is of an extensively wooded valley. Surrounded on
all sides by substantial blocks of woodland that
occupy the Heights of Abraham, Upperwood and
Lover’s Walks the impression is reinforced by
roadside, riverside, parkland and garden trees that
permeate the village itself.

P. 146 View up West Bank from Orchard Road
Other pathways have a more rustic character linking
through to woodland from Upperwood Road;
traversing the wooded slopes of The Heights of
Abraham; defining the southern and south western
edges of the Conservation Area; ziz-zagging up the
northern edge of Gulliver’s Kingdom between
Temple Road and Upperwood Road and cutting
across the northern edge of Starkholmes Meadows.
These paths exhibit their own, often highly
attractive, characteristics which are not only
associated with their setting but also the manner of
their construction. Some are walled on either side
others resemble carefully built staircases.

Much of the woodland is ancient/ semi natural and
is specially designated and protected not only for
the sake of the trees but also the whole range of
flora and fauna that make up the woodland habitat.
Highways and Footpaths
The only through route is that provided by the
heavily trafficked A6 which runs north to south
between Matlock and Cromford along the base of
the valley on the western side of the river.
Other roads rising up the western slopes of the
valley above the village are for access only, servicing
the hotels and dwellings that climb up the slope.
Principal among these are Temple Road, which
serves the middle level, and the long cul-de-sac of
Holme Road/Upperwood Road by which access to
the upper levels can be gained. Other roads include
Waterloo Road, which zig-zags up the hillside, the
cul-de-sacs of Orchard Road and Masson Road and
Hope Terrace.
Linking these are numerous steeply sloping
footpaths and alleyways which are a distinctive and
characteristic feature of the western slopes. Many
retain the original heavy, stone sett (cobbled)
surface, while iron bollards, handrails and lamp
standards, stone steps and drainage channels are
enduring features. Where replacement tarmacadam
surfacing and clamped steel handrails have been
used for the sake of practicality it has been to the
detriment of local character.

P. 147 Walled footpath on the south western boundary of the
Conservation Area
Walls
Another distinctive feature of the village are the
numerous and substantial retaining walls
constructed to create the terracing upon which
development could take place. Constructed mainly
of stone many of these are prominent and highly
attractive features. Over the years a variety of plant
species have been able to colonise the vertical
surfaces while plants from gardens above frequently
drape themselves over their copings or cascade
down their faces.
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FIG 10

Trees and Woodlands

P. 148 Retaining wall on Waterloo Road
Views
The Conservation Area is notable for the high
quality of the views that can be gained at any level.
These may be contained and intimate as with those
that can be enjoyed within the woods; the tightly
focussed vistas that can be gained along the river or
the majestic panoramas that can be had across the
village and surrounding hill tops from the upper
slopes.
Zones (Figure 11)
For the purposes of detailed description and
appraisal the Conservation Area has been divided
into six zones which either display distinctive
characteristics which set them apart or are physically
separated.
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ZONE 1: SOUTHERN AREA
Pavilion and Derwent Gardens
The Pavilion stands in a prominent position
elevated above the western bank of the River
Derwent on the southern edge of the Parades. The
well vegetated river banks, the impressive wooded
backdrop provided by the Heights of Abraham and
associated water features all contribute to an
attractive setting which is spoiled by the condition
of
the adjacent car park, concrete retaining
structures and some of the planting and street
furniture.
P. 150 Planting and water feature in Derwent Gardens

To the south of the Pavilion and comprising
approximately one and a half hectares on the
western bank of the River Derwent, Derwent
Gardens benefits from a Grade II listing within the
Register of Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest.
It is a public park which originated as a commercial
pleasure ground in the late nineteenth century.

In addition there is a children’s play area, open
grassed areas and numerous horticultural features,
plantings and ornamental trees which are often
associated with the water gardens.
To the north of the park a bowling green and multisports area have been constructed. The bowling
green benefits from surrounding trees but the
boundary treatment of stone wall and chain link
fence is – in some places – in a poor state of repair.
The multi-sports area is more prominent within the
view from the A6. Terracing between its western
edge and the road shows signs of having been
planted in the past but is now in a neglected and
unattractive state.

The main feature is the River Derwent itself which
borders the park on its eastern side. From New
Bridge, over which access is gained from Lover’s
Walks, some magnificent views of the gorge can be
gained – towards the Heights of Abraham to the
north and down the heavily wooded valley to the
south.

P. 149 View up the River Derwent towards the Heights of
Abraham from New Bridge

P. 151 Poor boundary treatment to the bowling green

Derwent Gardens is a level site, bordered on its
western side by a steep bank which runs parallel
with the A6 road. This embankment is covered with
mature trees which effectively enclose the park on
this side and screen it from the road. The current
layout is from the late twentieth century
incorporating a range of features – fountains and
tufa grottoes - which are the restored remains of a
system of water features fed by thermal springs and
originally created in the late nineteenth century (by
1880).

A landing stage and associated buildings are situated
on level ground cut into the riverbank and bounded
on the western side by a retaining wall. Both
landing stage and buildings are in a poor state of
repair and detract from the setting of the rest of the
gardens and the Pavilion to the north.
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New Bath
The New Bath Hotel stands in an isolated position
to the west of the A6 above a rocky and wellvegetated embankment which screens it and
associated frontage car parking from view.
Screening is enhanced by the sinuous nature of the
approach road. Like most of the town it benefits
from an attractive woodland setting with additional
ornamental planting that enhances enclosure and
helps to effectively assimilate the main car park into
the landscape.

P. 152 Landing stage and sheds in poor condition on the
river front
A grass maze has been constructed as a temporary
replacement for the former paddling pool.
Associated paths and planting beds are in a
generally poor condition.
Southern Gateway
The southern gateway is an extended corridor
which runs from the boundary of the Conservation
Area to the stone obelisk at the junction of the A6
with Temple Road. Dominated by the A6 it is
characterised in the south not only by the grassed
verges, footways and bus pull-ins associated with
the highway but also by the belts of mature trees
lining embankments to either side and the high
limestone ridge to the east of the river that comes
into view behind the row of cottages fronting the
road.

P. 154 Wooded backdrop to the New Bath Hotel car park
Rising ground to the west appears to have been
partially laid out as a garden in the past with
pathways and a seat and has a quite open character.
Scrub growth is now encroaching from higher up
the slope. This part of the area is a D.W.S.R.
Wildlife Site and the southern section is classified as
ancient/ semi natural woodland.
The footpath (The Wapping) that marks the
southern and south eastern boundary of the
Conservation Area is an ancient bridleway, reduced
in importance and size by the loss of features due to
A6 road widening and encroachment of vegetation.
The footpath is an attractive feature rising up the
slope via ramps and steps between stone walls, with
woodland ground flora encroaching from either
side.

P. 153 View north along the A6 into Matlock Bath
To the north the corridor is constricted by high
retaining walls to the west - above which the church
is sited - and the embankment down to Derwent
Gardens to the east. Mature trees still largely
dominate the street scene and the wooded backdrop
of the Heights of Abraham also comes into play.
Only at the last do the Pavilion and South Parade
come into view.

P. 155 Footpath on south western boundary of the
Conservation Area
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It eventually connects through to the southern end
of Upperwood Road and affords increasingly open
views across the valley to higher slopes in the east.

onto embankments below Clifton Road to the west.
Above the embankment there is a metal railing in a
poor state of repair.

Clifton Road and Holy Trinity Church
Holy Trinity church and the associated graveyard
are situated in an elevated and prominent position
above a high stone retaining wall to the west of the
A6. A grassed bank immediately behind the top of
the wall is topped with black painted bow top
railings. These effectively demarcate the eastern
boundary of the church and, though not
unattractive, do not adequately complement the
listed building or its setting. A belt of mature trees
encloses the churchyard and separates it from the
grounds of the school to the east. A magnificent
cedar tree to the north of the church helps frame
views up to the Heights of Abraham.

The residential enclave of Clifton Road is
dominated by stone built dwellings and high stone
retaining walls. Well planted gardens enhance the
wooded setting which is apparent in all directions.
Some domestic features, such as trellising above
retaining walls detract from the area.

P. 158 Residential enclave of Clifton Road
To the west an attractive woodland footpath climbs
the hill between garden boundary walls and railings
along the southern boundary of Gulliver’s Kingdom
towards Upperwood Road.
Car Parks
An extensive area of terraced car parking to the
north of Holy Trinity church occupies the site of
the former Old Bath and Royal Hotel. The main
feature here is the grotto and well; this was a marker
for the spring that supplied the Old Bath and The
Royal, but was originally built as a decorative feature
in the grounds of The Royal Hotel.

P. 156 Eastern front of Holy Trinity church showing
railings and mature cedar tree
The grounds of Matlock Bath Holy Trinity primary
school are very attractive. Open areas of grass, a
play ground and connecting footpaths to the north
are completely enclosed by mature trees and
woodland.

Well vegetated embankments of native trees and
shrubs are enhanced by some imposing
Wellingtonia trees located towards the southern end
of the car parks. The setting is attractive and the
car parks are well screened from general view.

P. 157 Grounds of Holy Trinity primary school
Grassed areas immediately associated with the
school are shaded by numerous mature trees and
vegetation wraps around the southern boundary and

P. 159 The landscape setting of the southern car park
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Some of the detailing is poor: reinforcing bars used
as protective rails around the well, steel litter bins
with timber fencing and picnic benches. There is
evidence that Japanese Knotweed is encroaching in
some places.
Gulliver’s Kingdom
Gulliver’s Kingdom is a leisure park that occupies
the grounds of the former Grand Pavilion and
Pavilion Gardens on the higher western slopes.
The site was laid out in 1884 as “romantic gardens”
below the Heights of Jacob. Incorporating features
such as Dungeon Tors which had previously been
developed in the early nineteenth century, it
combined picturesque elements such as Romantic
Rocks, tufa grottoes and the Speedwell and Victoria
Caverns with formal terraces and parterres.

P. 161 Upperwood Road
One of the highly distinctive features of this part of
the Conservation Area is the steep footpath that
marks the northern boundary of Gulliver’s
Kingdom. From its junction with Upperwood Road
it “zig-zags” downhill through woodland in a series
of stone staircases finally emerging onto Temple
Road at the entrance to the amusement park.
Woodland ground cover plants, encroaching from
the edges, enhance the attractive nature of this path.

It is partially visible within the landscape from as far
away as Starkholmes Road to the extreme north
east. Though the nature of the activity and
associated structures has some adverse impact on
the character of the Conservation Area the site
benefits from the presence of numerous mature
trees many of which are protected by Tree
Preservation Orders. To an extent these screen the
facility and the wider woodland backdrop also helps
to mitigate the impact.

P. 162 Woodland “staircase” path north of Gulliver’s
Kingdom

P. 160 View to Gulliver’s Kingdom across Starkholmes
Meadows

Upperwood Road South
This area lies at the extreme southern end of
Upperwood Road and at the highest point of this
part of the Conservation Area. Though woodland
continues to wrap around the western boundary the
centre of the space is occupied by open pasture and
the sense of enclosure that characterises much of
the rest of the zone is lost as wide views across the
valley to Starkholmes and high ground around Riber
in the east are revealed.

Parts of the western edge of the area associated with
the caverns and geological formations are included
within the Masson Hill S.S.S.I. (see below).
That part of Upperwood Road that borders the
western edge of the area has the character of a
narrow woodland lane with well-vegetated verges as
it emerges from under the trees.
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ZONE 2:
TEMPLE WALK AND THE
HEIGHTS OF ABRAHAM

natural and man made cave systems as well as the
biological interest of unimproved grasslands.
Though some of these features are contained within
the Conservation Area this part of the S.S.S.I. is
dominated by woodland. Though substantial areas
have been converted to beech (Fagus sylvatica) and
sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) some areas of semi
natural woodland persist. These are, principally, ash
(Fraxinus excelsior) and elm (Ulmus glabra) with
pendunculate oak (Quercus robur), yew (Taxus
baccata) and the nationally rare large leaved lime
(Tilia platyphyllos). Within these more natural areas
the under storey is well structured and contains a
variety of shrub species including field maple (Acer
campestre), guelder rose (Viburnum opulus) and
dogwood (Cornus sanguinea). Ground flora is
dominated locally by ivy (Hedera helix) and dogs
mercury (Mercurialis perennis) with woodruff
(Galium odoratum), sanicle (Sanicular europea),
wood melick (Melica uniflora), bearded couch
(Elymus caninus and other species which are
indicative of ancient woodland.

Heights of Abraham
The Heights of Abraham occupies approximately
twelve hectares of the south eastern shoulder of
Masson Hill. It is said to be named after its
resemblance to the Heights in Quebec, Canada,
scaled by General Wolfe to defeat a French army in
1759.

P. 163 View to the Heights of Abraham along the river.
The name was given some time between 1759 and
1787. Prior to this it was known as “Nestes”,
“Nestus” or “Nesterside” from, reputedly, the
Roman “Nestor” lead mine.
The area is Grade II* as listed by English Heritage
within the Register of Parks and Gardens of
Historic Interest. It is an important example of what
Horace Walpole defined as a “forest or savage”
garden. It was developed in the late eighteenth
century as a commercial public pleasure ground in
order to exploit the dramatic qualities of the
Derwent valley and the presence of some
spectacular caves.

P. 164 Woodland footpath at the Heights of Abraham
A number of footpaths lead up onto and across the
wooded slopes from Upperwood Road. In some
cases artefacts such as iron bollards are retained
even comparatively high up on the slopes.

Its early development was associated with that of
Matlock Bath and the opening of the third bath by
the Simpson family in 1786. The Simpsons
constructed and planted the “Zig Zag” path in
1787. The area was extended following additional
land purchases later in the century when George
Vernon proceeded to plant up what was, in the
main, a bear hillside with beech trees, cedars and
other conifers. In the early to mid nineteenth
century this work was continued under subsequent
owners most notably Dr. Jonathan Gilbert.
The first show cave – Rutland Cavern - was opened
in 1810. This was followed later by the Masson
Cavern.
Much of the Heights of Abraham area falls within
the Masson Hill S.S.S.I. It is most notable for its
geological formations, mineral deposits and both

P. 165 The cable car
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The most distinctive features on the path which
crosses the eastern shoulder of the hill are the
timber footbridge over the lower part of the “Zig
Zag” path which is sunken into the hillside at this
point and the cable car, the open line of which
allows views down into the valley
Poor detailing, such as some of the chestnut pale
fencing used to secure the boundary of the
attractions, detracts from the generally attractive
character of this path.

P. 168 Mature copper beech on Upperwood Road
Some features such as low timber rails within the
road verge in the south; concrete kerbs; street
lighting within the wooded sections; public footpath
signing; remnant fencing and close boarded fencing
constructed above garden boundary walls detracts
from the overall character.

P. 166 Poor quality protection from a chestnut pale fence.
Upperwood Road
From the top of Holme Road, Upperwood Road
winds its way up the hill providing the main access
route to the higher levels of the village.

P. 169 Poor quality timber rail and concrete kerbs on
Upperwood Road
Temple
This area occupies the middle levels of the town
within the zone based around Temple Road,
Temple Walk, Orchard Road and Waterloo Road
and the extended footpath of West Bank. The most
characteristic and distinctive features of the
streetscape are the steep paths that connect the
various levels and the stone retaining walls (see
above). The wall on the southern approach to the
Temple Hotel is particularly fine and has become an
extension of the hotel gardens.

P. 167 Upperwood Road
Dwellings are sparsely distributed along its length
and the area is characterised by steep and thickly
wooded slopes to its southern end; stone walls
which often enclose the road on either side;
extensive and steeply sloping gardens on the
downhill side; the continuing dominance of Masson
Hill and the Heights of Abraham to the north; the
magnificent copper beech trees behind Gilderoy
and the increasingly open views out over the town
to the south and east.
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P. 170 Wall on the southern approach to the Temple Hotel

P. 172 View north from Orchard Road

The southern extremity of Orchard Road is
surfaced in distinctive fashion, the centre with stone
setts and the “wheel tracks” with tarmac.

Vacant and neglected land occupies a narrow strip
of the steeply sloping bank below the road where it
passes in front of the Temple Hotel and several
dwellings further to the south. This strip performs
an important function in terms of visually
separating buildings on South Parade from those
further up the slope whose setting is enhanced as a
result.

Inconsistency in some of the detailing can detract
from the attractive character. This is particularly
the case with the hand rails mentioned above but
also, for instance, with some of the protective
fencing to the eastern side of Temple Road in front
of the Temple Hotel where white painted bow top
park railings sit uncomfortably with natural timber
post and rail fencing.

P. 171 Protective fencing treatments on Temple Road
It is from this area that the best impression of the
nature of Matlock Bath within its landscape setting
is gained. This is particularly so within the views
gained from Orchard Road to the north and east
where the upper and middle levels of the village are
seen against the backdrop of the Heights of
Abraham on the western side of the valley, the hills
around Riber Castle to the east and the Derwent
valley itself. From the top of Waterloo Road some
of the best views can be had to the south over the
town and the Parades with the Pavilion and the
thickly wooded valley in the background.
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ZONE 3: THE PARADES

Other significant trees with Tree Preservation
Orders, which enhance the character of the area,
include the two monkey-puzzle trees in the front
garden of No. 92-94 North Parade.

The Parades is that part of Matlock Bath that fronts
directly onto the A6 and the River Derwent. It is
from the northern end of the Parades where the
archetypal view of the village can be gained as the
main building line sweeps round the bend in the
river and scattered groups and individual buildings
climb the slopes with Upperwood in the
background and Lover’s Walks offset within the
foreground.

The quality and appropriateness of the hard
detailing and street furniture varies. The south end
of the embankment has undergone recent
improvements to buildings and hard surfaces,
railings, litter bins and street lights (all in blue) and
seats. This has resulted in a degree of design
coherence which is generally beneficial. However,
this is marred by the poor quality of a protective
timber rail within the raised planter, the survival of
patched tarmac footways, poor seating, rustic picnic
tables, industrial bins on the river front and the fact
that riverside railings need re-painting.
Further north the riverside railing becomes less
decorative in nature comprising simple galvanised
steel panels – some of which are rusting. Street
lighting columns too are more utilitarian in design,
hard surfacing is tarmac, there are few seats and
litter bins, both here and across the road, are black
and gold.

P. 173 North Parade and railings
Natural elements tend to dominate the built
environment. The sense of enclosure created by the
imperious nature of the surrounding topography is
at its greatest at this level while the scale of
forestation within the valley is most apparent as is
the River Derwent itself, though the impact of this
has been lessened by the high walled embankment
below which it runs.
Mature trees are an integral part of the street scene
of North Parade with a line of mature horse
chestnuts strung out along the very edge of the
embankment between the Memorial Gardens and
Jubilee Bridge. One of the most imposing features
of South Parade is the mature copper beech in the
small square behind the diner on the river front.
This benefits from a Tree Preservation Order

P. 175 Riverside promenade, railings and litter bin on
North Parade
In design terms there is no connectivity with the
area to the south and though there are benefits to
this simple, uncluttered approach there is no sense
within the choice of materials and street furniture
that this is a “special” place.
The principal detracting element is the A6.

P. 174 Protected copper beech on the riverside

P. 176 North Parade & South Parade and the A6
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This is a busy road, which has been widened over
the years, it separates the homes, businesses and
attractions of the Parades from the riverside
promenade.
Few safe crossing places are provided and - in spite
of the town’s continuing popularity as a visitor
destination - there are no indications within the
design or choice of surfacing materials that this is
anything other than a vehicle dominated
environment.
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ZONE 4:
WALKS)

THE

RIVERSIDE

(LOVER’S

Lover’s Walks comprises approximately five
hectares of grounds on the eastern side of the river
where the steep and thickly wooded slope rises
precipitously to the limestone ridge. It is Grade II*
as listed within the Register of Parks and Gardens
of Historic Interest.

P. 179 Riverside walk with railings
Lover’s Walks forms part of the Matlock Woods
S.S.S.I. Within the notification, Matlock Woods is
described as one of the best examples in Derbyshire
and the Peak District of ash-elm woodland with
their typical association of shrubs and ground flora.
The age, structure and species composition of these
woods strongly suggests that they are a remnant
(although modified) of the ancient woodland cover
of the limestone dales. They are particularly
important for having the largest population in the
area of two native lime trees, small leaved lime (Tilia
cordata) and large leaved lime (Tilia platyphyllos).
These trees occur both as a true species and as a
wide range of naturally occurring hybrids. Some of
the limes are over 200 years old. Lime occurs
largely on the steepest slopes particularly on cliffs
and among limestone outcrops and is frequently
associated with yew (Taxus baccata).

P. 177 Woodland foot path
Although first mention of Lover’s Walks as a
pleasure ground was in 1741, when the initial
clearance of a passage through the existing trees on
the bank occurred, in 1811 the riverside path was
carefully formed to provide a pleasant walk.

P. 178 Jubilee Bridge
Access up until the late nineteenth century was
gained from the south via the grounds of Willersley
Castle, or by ferry. Then in 1887 the Jubilee Bridge
was opened which gave access from North Parade
and in 1969 New Bridge was opened to the south to
provide access from Derwent Pleasure Gardens. In
1997 a path from the railway station was opened to
the northern end.

P. 180 Riverside walk with a woodland character close to
New Bridge.
The ground flora includes a number of locally
uncommon species, notably stinking hellebore
(Helleborus foetidus), Solomon’s seal (Polygonatum
multiflorum) and wood fescue (Festuca altissima).

There are two main routes, one along the riverside
path and another along the cliff top, which are
linked by a series of winding paths across the steep,
wooded slopes.

The limestone cliffs, which run along the eastern
edge of the area, are designated as a R.I.G.S. The
area is also part of the Peak District Dales Special
Area of Conservation.
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ZONE 5: STARKHOLMES MEADOWS
The Meadows
The meadows is situated in the north eastern corner
of the Conservation Area. It extends from the
railway line in the west up the gentle slope to the
outskirts of Starkholmes village.

P. 182 The station and railway line benefit from a mature
landscape setting.
To create the extension, significant tunnelling
operations had to be undertaken in order to drive
the railway through the limestone cliffs on the
eastern side of the river. The station building is
constructed on more level ground where the gentler
topography allows the line to run over-ground.

P. 181 The meadows looking towards Matlock Bath and the
Heights of Abraham.

The railway line, the station building and associated
hard standings, platforms etc., are the dominant
features of the area but, as elsewhere, they are
located within a well vegetated setting that encloses
and largely screens them from outside view.

In terms of its topography it lies in stark contrast to
the drama that characterises the rest of the
landscape. It comprises open, undulating pasture
with dry-stone field boundary walls and occasional
individual and groups of trees. It was originally
included within the Conservation Area because of
the open views that could be gained to it from other
areas within and above Matlock Bath to the west
and the fact that it provides genuine relief from the
overwhelming sense of enclosure experienced
within the rest of the valley.

A footpath runs along the eastern edge of the line
providing access to the Heights of Abraham cable
car from the main public car park. A mature belt of
trees and understorey shrubs runs parallel with this
separating the railway and the path from the
meadows beyond. This is a significant feature that
extends southwards along the entire edge of this
open section of the line. Composed mainly of
native species it has been supplemented with laurel.

From higher ground in the east views across to the
western side of the Derwent valley, Matlock Bath,
the Heights of Abraham and Upperwood are
panoramic. The thickly wooded nature of the
hillside is most apparent. In contrast, from lower
down in the meadows, the rest of the Conservation
Area is completely obscured from view by an
extended hedgerow that runs parallel with the
railway on its eastern side.

A similar tree/ shrub belt extends along the western
side of the railway north of the station building as
far as the underpass. Beyond this the railway, once
again, goes underground below High Tor and
Matlock Woods which provide the northern
backdrop to the station.

Some dry-stone walls in the area are in a poor
condition.

To the west of the station building, beyond entrance
area hard standings, a demonstration “wildlife
garden” has been planted. Further west a belt of
mature trees on the river bank effectively encloses
the area on this side.

Railway
The Matlock to Derby railway runs north to south
through a short section of the Conservation Area.

Station Car Park
This is the main public car park for Matlock Bath
taking advantage, once again, of level ground in this
part of the Conservation Area. It occupies an
extensive area and is surfaced, principally, with
tarmac. The eastern boundary is separated from the
railway by a, rather stark, timber panel fence while

The extension of the railway to Matlock Bath in
1849 had a considerable effect on the village
enabling thousands of visitors to arrive on cheap
day excursion tickets.
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the south is enclosed by rising ground and
vegetation which eventually becomes Lover’s
Walks. A belt of mature trees on the eastern bank
of the river largely screens the car park from view at
lower levels. Within the car park itself a line of
London plane trees is, generally, maturing well and
other tree and ornamental shrub planting helps to
break up its mass.

P. 183 The surrounding landscape and recent planting are
helping to assimilate the car park
Access from the A6 is gained via a bridge over the
river.
Though the car park represents a significant
intrusion into the landscape of this part of the
Conservation Area it is within higher level views
from the western slopes that this is particularly
apparent.
Its location and the nature of the
surrounding topography and vegetation screen it, to
a greater degree, from lower views, while
comparatively recent plantings of plane trees and
ornamental shrubs help with its further assimilation.
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ZONE 6: NORTHERN AREA

Open views across to Starkholmes Meadows and
high ground to the east can be gained from Holme
Road.

Masson Road
Masson Road is a quiet, narrow cul-de-sac lying on
the edge of the Conservation Area directly below
the eastern wooded slope of the Heights of
Abraham. The dominant features are the stone
retaining walls to the western edge of the road and
the parapet wall to the east; woodland, which
extends up to back garden boundaries and the cable
car which cuts across the northern end of the road.

Some street furniture, such as the blue litter bin
located close to the junction of Holme Road with
Brunswood Road, is at odds with the character of
the surrounding area.

P. 186 Litter bin at the junction of Holme Road with
Brunswood Road
P. 184 Retaining and parapet walls on Masson Road

Northern Gateway
The northern gateway is dominated by the A6
highway and extends from the boundary of the
Conservation Area to the Memorial Gardens.

The Terraces
The terraces extend across the lower to mid slopes
from the back of the Parades to Masson Road. The
area includes Holme Road, Hope Terrace and
Brunswood Road.

It includes properties and their gardens to the west
of the road along with parking and service areas to
the west as well as the gardens themselves.

High stone walls are, once again, prominent within
the street scene with the arched doorway in the wall
on Holme Road being a particular feature.
Mature trees on Brunswood Road are very attractive
and a number within the area benefit from
individual or group Tree Preservation Orders (see
Figure 12)

P. 187 View south towards Matlock Bath along the A6
Prominent within the view when entering the
Conservation Area from the north is the mature
horse chestnut tree on the riverside of the road and
a number of mature trees to the west, most of
which benefit from Tree Preservation Orders. The
backdrop provided by a belt of trees on the eastern
side of the river encloses the area on this side and
focuses views onto The Midland public house
which is located at the end of the vista.

P. 185 Mature trees on Brunswood Road
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P. 188 Service area and sub station on A6
Low quality concrete bollards, which demarcate
parking areas, and a service compound immediately
beyond have an adverse impact on the street scene
in this area.
The Memorial Gardens consist of open grassed
areas with mature horse chestnut trees, rock
gardens, shrub beds and road frontage hedging as
well as the memorial itself.
The quality of the detailing is mixed: an attractive
stone sett edging to pathways contrasts with a very
poor raised timber edge, tar macadam paths have a
patched appearance, the rock gardens are sparsely
planted, shrub beds are “tired” and in need of
reinvigoration and the riverside railing is in a poor
state of repair. One of the poorest features is the
timber post and rail fencing to the back of the
memorial.

P. 189 Grassed open space within the Memorial Garden
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Matlock Bath
Conservation Area Appraisal

7. Relationship of Structures & Spaces
x Zones 1-6

former Pump Room and around the Fishpond. All
these water features were fed by the spring in the
Temple Road car park, which formerly supplied
several petrifying wells. These features of interest in
the landscape serve as a reminder as to how
Matlock Bath has exploited its water sources for a
variety of uses.

RELATIONSHIP OF STRUCTURES AND
SPACES
SOUTHERN AREA
Preamble
The southern area lies to the south of the existing
Matlock Bath Conservation Area and to the west of
the River Derwent. It includes part of the A6;
Derwent Gardens to the east of the A6 and a large
area of steeply rising land to the west of the A6.
Within the western part of this area is the small
hamlet of Upperwood, with its agricultural and lead
mining origins; the site of the old Pavilion gardens
now utilised by Gulliver’s Kingdom and Clifton
Road laid out in the 1870s, which hosts a small
number of late 19th and early 20th century villas. The
principal large landmark buildings include, the New
Bath Hotel, Holy Trinity Church and the Pavilion.
Much of the area is comprised of steeply wooded
landscape, with steep man-made pathways crisscrossing the area, many of these relate to earlier
origins, when formal walkways were laid out to
serve the increasing popularity of the area for
visitors to the spa resort. Development to this part
of the conservation area has been relatively limited
over the last half century most probably due to
steep topography, and difficult access.

P. 190 The Pavilion and the former grounds of the Royal
Hotel beyond.

Derwent Gardens (See Appendix 2).

Derwent Gardens is a Grade II Registered Park and
Garden of around 1.5ha and is described as a public
park which originated as commercial pleasure
grounds in the late 19th century. It was originally laid
out as a private enterprise featuring a switchback,
(an early type of roller coaster) the use of which
was claimed to be ‘good for the liver’.

The buildings to the west of the A6 are situated on
a tufa plateau and beyond which any development
including Gulliver’s Kingdom is well screened by
the densely wooded hillside.

Derwent Gardens has a group value with Lovers
Walks (see Riverside Area), High Tor; the Heights of
Abraham (see Temple Walk and the Heights of Abraham)
and Willersley Castle. These parks all had common
origins in that they exploited the dramatic scenic
qualities of the gorge and the River Derwent. The
gardens themselves are situated on a flat area of
land adjacent to the river and they are enclosed by
the A6, the Pavilion, the river and private land to
the south. The park is approached from the north
via a gateway of cast iron gates and piers, alongside
which is currently sited a rustic pay booth which has
been relocated from Jubilee Bridge.

The key elements of this area relate to the robust
limestone walls and mainly low level views of the
river Derwent and the high limestone gorge to the
east of the river. Views across the valley are only
revealed from the far western extremities of this
part of the conservation area.

The Pavilion

To the north of Derwent Gardens is the largest and
most dominant building on the west bank of the
river – The Pavilion. In the 1960s many of the
buildings north of the Pavilion were demolished for
a road widening scheme and a reduced area of land
was subsequently redeveloped. The Pavilion was
built in 1910 as a consequence of the Matlock Bath
Improvement Act and displays a differing
architectural style to many of the neighbouring
properties, but forms a key focal landmark in the
town. In more recent years it has been repainted
and repaired. Following its construction, the Ferry
grounds to the south were landscaped with a
bowling green and ornamental garden (paddling
pool) and the tennis courts and hard play areas were
added later. The scheme made much use of tufa and
this was also used around the small basin by the

P. 191 Derwent Gardens and the Pavilion beyond
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The gardens have gravel paths, lawns and beds
which are currently laid out in a late 20th century
manner, but incorporating a range of earlier
features. These earlier features include a fountain of
19th century date restored in the late 20th century,
which rises from a central mound of rustic tufa
within an informal pool. The New Bridge crosses
the river towards the southern end of the park
A path alongside the west of the park passes an
elaborate tufa grotto with an openwork parapet and
further south is a second tufa grotto, a simple
arched recess which was probably fed by a spring.
Continuing the path leads to a fountain located
within a rustic stepped cascade and pool. These
grottoes and fountains are the restored remains of a
system of water features fed by thermal spring
water, created during the late 19th century.

P. 194 Views northwards from New Bridge – Derwent
Gardens on the left and Lovers Walks on the right

P. 195 Views across to Lovers Walk
Principal views from the New Bridge are south
along the river towards Cromford and north to the
Heights of Abraham. To the south of the Gardens
are unsightly maintenance sheds, which can be seen
from Lovers Walks and from the higher level of the
A6. There are currently proposals for Derwent
Gardens which are referred to in the Policies
section of this document under the Matlock Parks
Project.

P. 192 Tufa grotto with open work parapet
At river level, the remains of the ferry landing stages
are still apparent, with somewhat dilapidated boat
sheds at the rear of the landing stage.

A6 /Temple Road

Derwent Gardens lies alongside the River Derwent
at a much lower level that the main A6 route.

P. 193 Landing stage and boat sheds
The principal features of this area are the river itself
and views across to Lovers Walk, where the steep
wooded hillside with craggy limestone cliffs forms a
backdrop to the river.

P. 196 Derwent Gardens from the A6.
From the level of the road the stone walls to
Derwent Gardens appear low with high vegetation
beyond which screen much of the gardens and this
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section of the river from public view, especially
during the summer months. At this point the
pattern of development along the Parades is lost
from view and there is a sense of leaving the busy
part of the town. On the west side of the A6, a
high, continuous stone retaining wall and dense
vegetation line the road.

P. 200 Obelisk at the junction of Temple Road and the A6
It is very important landmark especially on entering
Matlock Bath from the south. It defines the point
of entry into the built-up area of the village.

P. 197 Stone retaining wall along the west side of the A6

Clifton Road

This wall is interrupted at its northern end by a tufa
crenellated shelter, blocked openings and
buttressing.

A much larger landmark is Holy Trinity Church,
coming into view on the curve of the A6. This
building can be viewed from Lovers Walks,
Derwent Gardens, the A6 and from the car park at
Gullivers Kingdom. Initially this ecclesiastical
building would have stood independently, between
the New Bath Hotel and the Georgian buildings
along South Parade. In its elevated position, with
its needle spire on the north tower and surrounded
by open space and vegetation, including an
impressive cedar, it demonstrates a stately air.

P. 198 Buttressing and crenellated shelter
Similarly where Temple Road returns sharply back
up the hill towards the Temple Hotel, further
continuous stone walls and vegetation help to mask
and limit the effect of large areas of car parking and
Gulliver’s Kingdom beyond. A visual and physical
focal point is the obelisk at the base of Temple
Road, directing the visitor to the Temple Hotel.

P. 199 Obelisk on the approach into Matlock Bath

P. 201 Holy Trinity – an imposing landmark.
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Adjacent to the church, modern (1970s) property
has been constructed which has an unfortunate
relationship to the early Victorian church and its
later counterpart Portland House.

P. 204 The sweeping drive to the New Bath Hotel
The toll gate posts flanking the road at the side of
the building belonged to the toll bar which stood at
the foot of the hill in front of the Hotel. Tufa has
been used for ornament in the water garden and in
the grounds of the Hotel for boundary walls. The
Hotel is situated at right angles to the A6, so that it
is viewed at a limited angle from the road. The main
visual impact at this level is of the high stone
retaining wall and sign, the scale of which, add to
the imposing nature of the Hotel.

P. 202 1970s housing adjacent to Holy Trinity Church
The garden fountain and basin within the garden
wall of Portland House (previously Wint House) are
fed by a thermal spring whose outfall feeds a water
feature in Derwent Gardens. For many years this
also supplied a petrifying well next to Clifton Cabin
(originally a fluorspar shop).

P. 203 To the rear of Portland House, some of the wall to
the coach house and stabling remain.

P. 205 Retaining wall and sign at the New Bath

Clifton Road itself was laid out in the latter part of
the 19th century and is comprised of a small number
of mainly late Victorian and Edwardian villas on an
imposing scale, again situated atop high stone
retaining walls. Holy Trinity Primary School moved
into a new building, constructed on open land to
the rear of the church in 1974.

At road level there is a large inscribed horse trough.

Another landmark building within this area is the
New Bath Hotel. Again this building sits proudly in
an elevated position above the road, although more
aloof than Holy Trinity Church. It is a building
central both historically and geographically to the
area and continues to fulfil the function for which it
was built and on which Matlock Baths development
was founded, - the provision of accommodation for
visitors to a thermal bath. The Hotel is now
approached by a sweeping driveway, although the
original line of the road fronting the Hotel was part
of a turnpike established in 1759.

“Drinking Fountain & Cattle Trough 70 Victoria St. SW”.

Views from the New Bath are of the rocky crags of
Lovers Walk (no doubt a wild and amazing view for
the Georgian visitor!), Woodland Terrace
(1840/50s) and Schoolhouse (1853) and further
south views of the chimney at Masson Mill.
Woodland Terrace and the former Schoolhouse
make an imposing visual group on both leaving and
entering Matlock Bath.
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P. 207 Woodland Terrace and the former Schoolhouse
P. 210 Rocky crags of Lovers Walk

The Wapping

In the 1970s a road-widening scheme was carried
out on the A6 which involved the demolition of
many properties in this area. Unfortunately this
included the loss of an attractive setted entrance to
the Wapping bridleway. Originally this was an early
route to Upperwood and to bridle-paths across the
hillside, notably that over Harp Edge to Cromford
which was the earliest and most direct route into the
valley from the south. The route along the Wapping
is relatively steep and is enclosed by limestone
rubble walls and vegetation, much of this being self
seeded and overgrown.

The area to the west of the New Bath Hotel
demonstrates a few remaining elements of a
formally laid out garden, with stone steps and
formally laid out tree planting, although this is now
substantially overgrown. Walking across this area
links to Clifton Road, but fortunately no extended
vehicular access has been introduced.

P. 211 Area to the west of the New Bath Hotel
From Clifton Road a steep footpath leads back
towards the Wapping towards the point of the
Royal Cumberland Cave. This originally began life
as a lead mine and opened as a show cave in the late
1700s. Along this steep pathway examples of
original iron railings can be found.

P. 208 The ascending path from the A6

P. 209 Walls along the Wapping

P. 212 Original iron-work railings at edge of footpath

Views of the rocky crags of Lovers Walk can still be
seen.

This whole area has a quiet, rural character away
from the noise and bustle of the Parades and
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eventually the paths and tracks lead to the small
hamlet of Upperwood. The Wapping forms the
southern boundary of the Conservation Area.

At the furthest western point of the Conservation
Area there are outlying farm buildings, now in a
ruinous condition.

Upperwood

The hamlet of Upperwood is characterised by a
collection of small rural buildings and cottages
randomly dispersed in the landscape, with
associated grazing / pasture land.

P. 216 Ruinous farm buildings
On the skyline beyond Valley View is the ruin of
Matlock Baths golf house converted to a cottage
property when a nine-hole golf course was opened
in 1903.

P. 213 Dispersed settlement at Upperwood

P. 214 Agricultural land at Upperwood
Although none of these buildings are architecturally
distinguished, their scale and random arrangement
in a green landscape sustains the essential character
of the rural hamlet. This small scattering of houses,
with a ‘watering place’, used into the twentieth
century, was originally a lead mining community.
There are long ranging views out from the
Conservation Area eastwards across agricultural
land towards Matlock in the north and Riber Castle.

P. 217 Ruins of cottage on the skyline
From Upperwood, the land descends steeply back
towards Matlock Bath centre, along a footpath
adjacent to Gullivers Kingdom.
Gullivers Kingdom
Gullivers Kingdom is an amusement theme park
developed in the latter decades of the 20th century
and is located on land previously associated with the
former Royal Pavilion. Known as the Pavilion
Gardens, historic plans identify such features as
Victoria Cavern and Speedwell Cavern, the
Romantic Rocks and the Heights of Jacob, the area
is now a themed fantasy park with associated car
parking. Despite the spread of its geographical
footprint, it is relatively well concealed within the
existing landscape and is only partially revealed
during the winter months when there is reduced
vegetation.

P. 215 Spectacular views from Upperwood
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P. 221 Remains of terracing to the now demolished Pavilion
P. 218 View from Jacobs Steps adjacent theme park

Similarly the remaining lighting columns and posts
on Temple Road, may also have defined the
entrance to the Pavilion.

The most obvious sense of its presence is on the
lower section of footpath to the north of the
Heights of Jacob which literally zig-zag down the
hillside (Jacobs Steps). Unfortunately there are
views across a large expanse of modern roof (see
negative elements).

P. 222 Lamp and piers Temple Road
P. 219 Path zig-zagging down from Upperwood

From this point there are significant views out
across the northern part of the conservation area.

Similarly the open expanse of car park and views of
the theme parks frontage are unfortunate factors in
the landscape, although they are relatively well
screened by vegetation. Some features remain such
as the robust gate-posts at the entrance to the car
park - the entrance to the original Pavilion.

P. 223 View from Temple Road across Matlock Bath
Above the road is the platform on which the Old
Bath and later the Royal Hotel both stood, but now
only the Royal Hotels laundry building still stands,

P. 220 Remaining gate-posts at Gullivers Kingdom
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albeit in an altered state, now used as ‘Slaters
Plasticard’.

was moved to its current position on the A6 in
1986, the year of Queen Elizabeth II’s 60th birthday.

Royal Well / Car park

The land between Gullivers Kingdom and Temple
Road is utilised as car parking. Although a relatively
characterless open space, it is nevertheless well
screened by vegetation. Within this space is the
Royal Well, a remaining vestige of its former life,
within the grounds of the former Royal Hotel.

P. 224 The Royal Well

P. 226 Drinking fountain opposite The Pavilion

On descending Temple Road back towards the A6,
the ornamental pond is a small calm space situated
adjacent to the road. It incorporates a small
fountain and tufa spring, with a number of small
cascades. It is a discreet site almost hidden from
the main A6 by the presence of a virtually
continuous length of wall.

Adjacent to The Pavilion is a tufa fountain and large
fishpond, forming a focal point opposite The
Fishpond Hotel. This is the formalised remnant of
the former horse/carriage washing pond for the
Old Bath stables that occupied the site of the
present Pavilion.

P. 225 Fishpond and cascades, Temple Road
The surviving features of the grounds, tufa retaining
wall, the tufa grotto and the restored ornamental
pool all have importance as reminders of the
historic site.

P. 227 Tufa fountain and fishpond in the grounds of the
Pavilion

Back on the A6, the drinking fountain opposite the
Pavilion was created in 1881 below the now
demolished Royal Hotel. The fountain was restored
in 1917 to commemorate the first meeting of scout
leaders in the area held at the Royal Hotel and
attended by Lord Baden-Powell. In 1935, the
fountain was restored again for King George V’s
Silver Jubilee. Following reclamation of the area it

To the north of this Southern Area, the character
and appearance of the Conservation Area changes
significantly to the busy and vibrant commercial
area of North and South Parade and the residential
area of Temple Walk beyond.
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VILLAGESCAPE INDICATORS

ZONE 1
SOUTHERN AREA

MATLOCK BATH
CONSERVATION AREA

(

(

Southern Area

KEY

TEMPLE WALK AND THE HEIGHTS OF
ABRAHAM

small pastures obscuring their pattern, does not help
to retain the historic character of the area.

Preamble
Temple Walk and the Heights of Abraham extend
to cover a large area of land to the north and
western sections of the Conservation Area. To the
area furthest north lies an extensive area named the
Heights of Abraham which have been included as
Grade II* on the National Register of Historic
Parks and Gardens. More southerly are properties
clinging to the steep topography of the western
slopes, descending down to the Parades and the
River Derwent.

Further along from the Fishpond Hotel there is
public footpath (formerly a route to the Temple
Hotel stabling, before the steps were introduced)
leading from the A6 and marked with a surviving
stone gate-post. The path rises steeply and leads to
the Temple Hotel with the rear of properties to
South Parades to the east. It is a natural
environment and it leads away from the noise and
bustle associated with the Parades and the A6 at
river level.

The area includes the most northerly route of
Upperwood Road which runs east / west across the
area, with Temple Walk and Waterloo Road steeply
ascending from the Parades, adjacent to the Temple
Hotel and winding uphill to meet with Upperwood
Road. The area has several steep footpaths running
through it, which are distinctive in the landscape
due to the walls which enclose them.
The properties within this part of the Conservation
Area are all predominantly residential. The key
elements of the area relate to the abundance of
robust stone walls and extensive views from high
vantage points, especially along the river in both
northerly and southerly directions. There is a heavily
wooded backdrop to the properties as well as
intensive vegetation throughout the area.

Temple Road

P. 228 Footpath to rear of properties on South Parade

Temple Road rises up relatively steeply in a
sweeping curve from South Parade adjacent to the
Fishpond Hotel. This was the new access to the Old
Bath Hotel when the turnpike was diverted in 1819.
To the west of Temple Road is the old quarry a
former lead mine which has been re-opened as a
show cave – The Temple Mine.

From here there are views to the north and south,
along the river, across the valley to Riber Castle and
at Temple Walk, the Visitor Centre and Upper
Towers to the north at the Heights of Abraham, can
be seen.

Temple Terrace housed the promenade shops,
possibly Matlock Baths first shops. Although there
is some modern paving, the railed terrace over a
former workshop / carriage house is an attractive
feature. From here an enclosed setted passageway /
jetty leads steeply upwards to Orchard Road, with
only occasional glimpses out to Riber Castle and
Starkholmes.
Orchard Road is another enclosed uphill route and
leads to ‘Crowpie’ square, formerly a tight cluster of
houses. Above on Upperwood Road, Primrose
Cottage and Croft Cottage complete the group.
Above Orchard Road was the site of the Georgian
Botanic Gardens, developed in the 19th century. The
hillside manages to retain its rural character
although the loss of former garden grounds and

P. 229 Northerly views
The footpath leads onto Temple Walk which
historically was an 18th century promenade across
steep meadows between the Old Bath and the
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approach from Temple Road. It occupies a
spectacular vantage point with views out over the
Bath Fields and Riber Hill and along the river to the
south. Loss of outbuildings to the rear of the
Temple Hotel has left a patchwork of retaining
walls.

The demolition of Ashfield, formerly the Villa in
1908 opened up its ground for the extension of
Temple Walk but building did not begin until the
1920s. The slope between the former villa grounds
and Upperwood Road began to be released for
housing soon after 1800 when the Hotel Estate
began to disintegrate. Belle Vue, Montpellier House
(previously Hillside) and Gilderoy stand above
massive limestone retaining walls with Lower
Towers to the east. Beyond is Upper Towers and
Victoria Prospect Tower. These buildings constitute
an important architectural ensemble and visually
give a distinction to the historic landscape against
which they are set. Victoria Prospect Tower, Upper
Towers and Lower Towers are all landmarks in this
part of the Conservation Area.
The area around Temple Walk has a more urban
character than the more rural areas to the west, with
its detached and semi-detached villa properties,
most with front and rear garden areas. Low stone
walls demarcate garden boundaries and those
topped with stone copings are more representative
of the area than the use of timber trellis fencing
atop walls. Although there are a limited number of
brick properties, the use of low brick walls with flat
copings is not characteristic of the area (see Negative
Elements).

P. 230 View across to Upper Towers
Development appears as tiers of stone and rendered
property to the north, just off Waterloo Road and
on Upperwood Road and these can be seen against
the backdrop of the Heights of Abraham.
The green area between South Parade and the
Temple Hotel itself, although overgrown is an
extremely important ‘green wedge’. It allows clear
visual definition between the Parade below and the
Hotel and its counterparts on Temple Road and
retains the original Georgian pattern of
development. Any development of this open space
would detrimentally affect the character of both the
relationship of the buildings to each other and
compromise views across the Conservation Area.

P. 232 Low stone garden walls with triangular coping
Running east / west across Temple Walk is West
Bank. West Bank is an important early route from
the valley floor up to the Matlock to Bonsall
bridleway and the Masson mines and the character
of the buildings and related spaces here is more
rural in nature West Bank has been partially stepped
and it has lost some of its surface and boundary
details, but it still retains its large stone setts adding
positively to the character and appearance of the
area.

P. 231 Important ‘green’ open space rear of South Parade
On the contour beyond the Temple Hotel villa
properties were constructed on the south facing
slopes of Masson Hill from 1800 onwards and were
originally reached from Waterloo Road. The eastfacing slope has earlier 18th century cottages reached
from a series of steep uphill tracks. This distinction
in character is still apparent and should be retained.
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Views over rooftops indicate the retention of a
number of chimney-stacks and pots which add to
the character of the area and punctuate the skyline.

P. 235 View south from Waterloo Road
P. 233 Stone setts along West Bank

The robust stone wall defining the line of Orchard
Road can clearly be seen from this point. Many of
the retaining walls and boundary walls of tufa,
gritstone and limestone are important elements of
the landscape as is the relatively spacious dispersal
of buildings against a green backdrop. The character
of the area is somewhat dependant upon the built
environment being subservient to the landscape
setting. Areas of open space, such as these, are
important in order to retain the character of the
Conservation Area.

Waterloo Road

Waterloo Road rises steeply from the A6 in a
narrowly constrained manner and passes alongside
the site of the old stables to the rear of ’Talisman’
and adjacent property (originally the stables to the
Great Hotel). It adjoins Temple Walk and continues
up to Upperwood Road.

P. 236 Stone walls on Orchard Road (centre of photo) help
to define the area
To the south of Holme Road there has been some
infill development. From Lovers Walks on the
opposite side of the River these properties with
their painted render and landscape screening sit
reasonably comfortably into the landscape.
However it appears that numerous timber
structures, fencing, decking etc are encroaching into
the area.

P. 234 Waterloo Road
From the bend on Waterloo Road there are wide
ranging views out across the village southwards and
also across to the highest ridge of Lovers Walks and
again to Riber Castle in the north.
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P. 237 Modern property south of Holme Road
The road winds steeply upwards with stone walls
making the road. The property boundaries and the
buildings themselves are located directly onto the
highway and this, coupled with the height of the
buildings, creates a sense of enclosure on ascending
Waterloo Road.
P. 239 Substantial stone walls line Upperwood Road
Features of interest in this location include the post
box, stone gate posts with pyramidal cappings and
the brick privies to the rear of Jessamine Cottage.

P. 240 Local details
At the entrance to the Heights of Abraham is the
castellated West Lodge, constructed at a similar
period to the hexagonal lodge further east at the far
eastern end of Upperwood Road. Continuing past
the entrance to the Heights of Abraham, the road
narrows, almost to a pinch-point, again emphasising
the sense of enclosure to the road.

P. 238 Waterloo Road winding steeply upwards

Upperwood Road

On reaching Upperwood Road, the substantial
property of Lower Towers is set within substantial
grounds, with high terraced walls to its southern
boundaries. Upperwood Road displays a strong
character with fine buildings lining the road
although their orientation generally affords them
privacy. Substantial stone walls enclose the road
which lead mysteriously upwards in a westerly
direction.
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Heights of Abraham (see Appendix 2 )

The Heights of Abraham lie on steeply sloping land
and cover a 12ha site on the lower slopes of Masson
Hill. The site overlooks the gorge of the River
Derwent with the town to the south and the east.
The development of them as pleasure grounds was
associated with the opening of the third bath by the
Simpson family in 1786.The ziz-zag path was laid
out and planted by them on the south flank of
Masson Hill. George Vernon bought the land in
1797 and extended the planting scheme. Before
1801 an entrance lodge on Waterloo Road was in
place, now modified as a private dwelling. By 1808
ownership had passed to Benjamin Wyatt and the
Tower (now Lower Towers) had been added, built
in Gothick style. The Upper Tower House was
added c 1830 by Dr Jonathon Gilbert, who opened
the first show cavern in 1810, when he developed
worked out sections of Nestus lead mine as the
Rutland Cavern. Controversy over the use of the
land for mining led to the site being designated as
pleasure grounds by the courts and therefore an
area which could not be mined. The Victoria
Prospect Tower was built in 1844. The grounds are
currently owned by Derbyshire Dales District
Council but are run as pleasure grounds by a private
lessee.

P. 241 Pinch-point at Upperwood Road
Properties along Upperwood Road are generally all
large imposing properties with substantial grounds
and as most face in a southerly direction have an
excellent aspect and views. Close to Gilderoy the
road was curved to accommodate the carriage drive
and a stable block at the property itself.

These gardens were advertised as a pleasure ground
in 1787 and are still an important example of a
‘savage garden’. Modern introductions such as the
cable cars, the Visitor Centre and Pavilion are in
sympathy with the Victorian concept of the
commercial pleasure garden. The zig-zag walk, the
original Georgian landscape feature and thatched
tufa alcove survive as does the attraction of the
show caves.

P. 242 Riber Castle to the north
From this area there are spectacular views across
the Conservation Area which open out towards
Riber Castle and Starkholmes.
The semi-detached properties to the area furthest
south on Upperwood Road, are predominantly
stone and render. Unfortunately parking
requirements has, and is, contributing to an erosion
of garden frontages, which has a detrimental effect
on the character of this part of the Conservation
Area.
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Temple Walk & Heights of Abraham

KEY

THE PARADES

retain the overall character and appearance of the
area.

Preamble
North and South Parades form the central sector of
Matlock Bath Conservation Area. They are linear
terraces set tightly against the foot of the western
slope of Masson Hill and the Georgian and
Victorian development follows the curving form of
the River Derwent.
In terms of this appraisal the area covered is from
the junction of Holme Road with the A6 to the
north, and Fishpond Hotel and Temple Road to the
south. To the east of the A6, the River Derwent and
riverside walkway, and the parade of modern shops
are included within this area. The key elements
relate to the relationship between the river, the A6,
the properties which form the Parades and the
wooded backdrop beyond.
This part of the Conservation Area is located on
level ground, with the river at a slightly lower level
to the east. To the west the land rises up sharply to
the rear of many of the properties, with several back
areas cut directly into the rock face. A key landmark
building in this area is the Methodist Chapel with its
dark sandstone tower and spire – “the black
dissenting spire” of John Betjemen’s poem on
Matlock Bath. No. 124-128 North Parade
(Talisman) also forms a key focal point along the
Parades particularly when approaching from the
south .

P. 243 North Parade set against Masson Hill and the river
It is at road level, that the Parades are most
dominant and the properties form a visually
cohesive ‘band’. Although it appears that the
terraces physically curve along the street frontage,
they are in fact linear terraces, which optically
appear to be of a continuous form. Many of the
properties along the Parades are located directly
onto the footway (parts of North Parade footway
having been widened), although the larger villa
properties display garden frontages, which afford
them more visual status in relation to their
neighbours.

Although outside the confines of this area,
properties to the rear of the Parades, rise up from
this close-knit linear terracing expanding upwards
and outwards in a more dispersed form of
development, appearing almost in ‘tiers’ and helping
to frame the Parades below. Particularly evident on
the slopes of Masson Hill are Upper and Lower
Towers, the Visitor Centre at the Heights of
Abraham and the Victoria Prospect Tower, the
latter just visible from the river. In the summer
months, many of the buildings beyond the Parades
are only partially visible and nature dominates. The
juxtaposition of these buildings and mature
vegetation, visually interweaving the landscape with
development, creates an attractive and cohesive
ensemble. This is accentuated by the use of a
limited and relatively complimentary palette of
materials and colours. The river Derwent located at
the base of the gorge, literally reflects this.

The majority of the properties are in commercial
use at ground level, although unfortunately several
buildings display that the upper floors are unused,
by their outward lack of maintenance and inward
lack of soft furnishings.

South Parade

At the south end of South Parade were the old
stables to the Old Bath Hotel. These were
converted in stages in the 19th and 20th centuries to
become the Fishpond Hotel and a short row of
shops No.s 192 to 200 South Parade.
Construction of the stucco terrace began with the
building of Hodkinson’s Hotel in the 1770s at the
northern end of the Parade. Most of the other
buildings were added later and completed by 1801
to form the Great Hotel. Around this time steps
were added at the southern end. Between the
Antiques Centre and No. 184/6 (Seven Steps) is a

It is clear that green wedges (gardens / strips of
land) which are located above the Parades and
which sets them apart from the tiers of
development beyond, are important as they help to
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footpath leading up to the Temple car park. The
boundary to Seven Steps and the footpath still
retains its original railings. The footpath itself
ascends steeply to the rear of the properties and
leads to the Temple Hotel car park affording long
ranging views over the rooftops of The Parades.

P. 246 Lower section of shop front on South Parade barley
twist colonnades and decorative stall-riser.
P. 244 Original railings to footpath. Those to the right of ‘7
Steps’ are modern replacements and the railings to the A6
are unattractive safety railings.
Along this row, the oriel windows were introduced
to No.s 170 to 176 around 1830 and the Old
Museum (No. 170/2) retains the Hotel’s principal
entrance doorway. This group of buildings form a
harmonious group, their architectural features and
components having a positive character in the
street-scene. The scale, form, imposing nature and
increasing heights of the buildings; the regular
repetition of fenestration pattern and pastel
coloured stucco, affords this row a harmonious
character. Most of the properties have retained their
chimney-stacks and pots, which adds detail to the
skyline.

P. 247 Oval hanging sign to Hodkinsons Hotel

P. 248 Lantern detail at Hodkinsons Hotel
P. 245 Chimney and pots along South Parade

Historical views of the village, such as Samuel
Rayner’s painting of around 1830 suggests that most
of the stuccoed buildings were painted, white or off
white with a minority painted buff, cream, creamy
yellow and yellow ochre. Unfortunately, although
generally pastel colour tones have been retained,
there has been some divergence into blue and green
hues which would not have been a characteristic
colour for these particular buildings.

Unfortunately, inappropriate signage and alterations
to several of the shop fronts detracts from their
overall character at ground level. Some of the
properties nevertheless display fine and unusual
detail and there are good examples of hanging signs
and lighting.
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North Parade

To the northern end of South Parade, the junction
with Waterloo Road is an important space.
Waterloo Road itself, has an interesting ambience
which draws the eye up the hill towards West Bank.
The large areas of tarmac paving fronting the
properties onto the A6 are unfortunate.

P. 251 Lower stable yard
At the start of North Parade, the corner property
was altered in 1922 to form a bank. Fortunately the
property which displays stone at ground level, uses
stucco at first floor level and this, and its associated
height helps to maintain the continuity of the streetscene when seen in conjunction with South Parade.

P. 249 Junction of Waterloo Road
The properties from here (No.s 148 to 124) are also
of Georgian origin. Beyond No 124 (Rose Cottage)
the properties on North Parade are all Victorian.
To the north of the junction with Waterloo Road,
No.s 138 to 144 were coach houses and servants
accommodation for the Hotel. Associated with
them were stable yards approached from the
bottom of Waterloo Road, formerly called ‘The
Pitchings’. The lower stable yard although
dilapidated, retains its essential character. Above it
the upper stable yard does not display its original
character, as later development and some
demolition in this area has led to a loss of its
identity.

P. 252 Relationship between South and North Parade
This row also forms a harmonious group, the
painted stucco, diminishing roof lines and repetition
of architectural features all holistically create a
further ensemble, despite the loss of detail to shop
frontages at ground level.

P. 250 Original surface detail to stable yard
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predominantly stone. These later properties have a
more austere character.

P. 253 Georgian properties to North Parade

P. 256 Stucco becomes replaced by stone

Some interesting details remains such as the Art
Nouveau tiling on the stall-riser to No. 122.

No. 106 North Parade hosts the Aquarium, which
encloses the public swimming baths of 1882.
Despite having an unusual and innovative hanging
sign, the over use of signage detracts from the
character of the building.

P. 254 Art Nouveau tiling
All the properties up to Rose Cottage (now Riva)
are sited directed onto the footway. Rose Cottage,
possibly contemporary with the 1780s bath house,
would have stood in isolated meadow land. It is
sited back from the footway, but its character has
been eroded, by the removal of its render,
inappropriate pointing, signage and the use of the
garden for commercial purposes, which has
introduced a variety of paraphernalia. To the rear of
No.s 120 and 124, stone retaining walls and original
ironwork can be seen. This is one of a limited
number of spaces where properties can be seen to
the rear of the Parades.

P. 257 The creative hanging sign is dominated by wall
signage
The exception to the use of stone is No. 104
(Fernie Bank) which is brick with stone dressings
and stands proudly in its own grounds, elevated
from the road with a terraced frontage garden and
surviving gate piers. The fountain basin and alcove
in its gardens are important survivals of its
Georgian landscaping.

P. 255 Retaining wall, steps and original railings
Further along the properties No.s 106 to 122 lose
the stucco painted finish and become

P. 258 Robust garden boundary walls and gate piers remain
at Fernie Bank
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Beyond this are the villa properties of Ashdale and
Fountain Villas, the former host to the monkey
puzzle trees (evident on early photographs of the
area) sited within their larger front gardens.

Few shops display their original frontages.
However, Simon Dunn Chocolatier (No. 64) for
instance, displays many of the characteristics that
assist in retaining the character and appearance of
the Conservation Area – the decorative ironwork
balcony, the original traditional shop front details
including the awning, the colour used for the shop
front and the hand painted signage cumulatively
help to retain the heritage aspects and also help to
make the towns environment a more attractive
shopping and visitor venue. The over-use of bulky,
modern, shiny signage and poor quality illumination
does not enhance a building or the wider
environment

P. 259 Villa properties with the beautiful monkey puzzle
trees remaining
Further north the stone properties display
decorative ironwork balconies. The spire of the
Methodist Church is also in view which pierces the
skyline adds interesting variation at street and roof
levels. Again the architectural elements of the
buildings hold them together to form a relatively
cohesive group, albeit not so much as the previous
groups of buildings. Many of the properties display
oriel windows to first floors and decorative eaves
courses, which help to provide some distinction to
their role in the street-scene.

P. 262 Simon Dunn Chocolatier
Other details which are evident and retain the sense
of place within North Parade are those such as :-

P.260 Looking north from Fountain Villas

P. 263 Decorative stone corbels

P. 261 Methodist Church, North Parade
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P. 264 Decorative iron work balconies

P. 268 Wide carriage arch leading to courtyard beyond.
Beyond these properties on North Parade the rear
elevations of Clarence Terrace and Rockvale Villas
can bee see. The façade and loss of roof detail to
the single storey building is detrimental to the
Parade. Adjacent to this building is Valley Steps
which allows a glimpse up to Rockvale Terrace.
P. 265 K6 Gilbert Scott telephone box
P. 266 Post box
Unfortunately clutter in the street, A boards and
goods spilling out onto the footway, the loss of
chimney pots, unpainted and vacant upper levels
and numerous skips and litter bins all detract from
the overall quality of the environment (see Negative
Elements)
P. 269 Valley Steps
Once the junction with Holme Road has been
reached, there is a sense of leaving the heart of the
village behind and passing into an area of more
natural beauty and less development.

The Riverside

All the properties along North and South Parades
face onto the River Derwent and Lovers Walks on
the opposite river bank, so views are generally open
across the water. Originally a wide promenade
skirted the river, but unfortunately much of the
original promenade has been lost to road widening
schemes. The railings acting as a barrier to the river,
are unattractive modern safety railings which do
nothing to enhance the quality of the environment
and in fact are visually damaging to views along the
Parades and the river itself.

P. 267 Loss of pots to chimneys
Adjacent to No. 30 North Parade is a wide carriage
arch which was for the use of the former George
Hotel. This leads to a remodelled courtyard behind
No. 30 and its road frontage adds a three
dimensional element to the street-scene.
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In contrast, the form of development further south
respects the topography of the site. Details such as
the break in roof levels, repetition of fenestration
pattern, the materials used, the inclusion of
chimney-stacks and the proportions of shop
frontages help to assimilate this development into
the Conservation Area.
P. 270 Utilitarian railings along the Parades
Closer to the modern development at the south part
of the area, modern blue railings and lighting has
been recently introduced based on a ‘Victoriana’
theme.

P. 273 Riverside development
A further feature of interest in this locality is the
tufa petrifying well adjacent the modern
development, although lack of maintenance and its
surrounding timber post and rail enclosure do not
compliment is position.

P. 271 Railings and lamp standard adjacent the river
Opposite Ashdale and Fountain Villas, is the Jubilee
Bridge which provides a pedestrian link across the
river. Otherwise pedestrian movement across the
river is limited until Derwent Gardens are reached
and New Bridge can be used.

P. 274 Tufa petrifying well to east side of the A6.

To the south of the Parades area there has been
modern development introduced. The Country
Chicken establishment to the north does not reflect
the traditional characteristics of the area and
therefore appears as an alien structure.

P. 272 Riverside development
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The Parade

KEY

Meadows. There are also dramatic views along the
valley to the Riber Hill and Starkholmes village with
its heavily wooded backdrop and spectacular views
of High Tor and Matlock to the north.

RIVERSIDE AREA (LOVERS WALKS)
Preamble
The Riverside Area lies along the eastern flank of
the Matlock Bath Conservation Area. This area is
predominantly within the extent of land covered by
the Registered Park and Garden of Lovers Walks
(Grade II*), although the River Derwent is a very
important element of this area.
Lovers Walks lie on the east side of the river and
occupy around a 5ha site. This is land which rises
precipitously from the east bank of the river to a
limestone ridge, the river forming the western
boundary. A partly ruinous stone wall forms the
southern boundary and divides it from the private
grounds of Willersley Castle. To the eastern
extremity, along the ridge, a 20th century post and
wire fence divides the site from agricultural ground.

P. 276 Eastwards towards Starkholmes and Riber Hill

There are no residential or commercial properties
within this area, only buildings and structures
associated with the Registered Park and Garden.
The majority of the area is for public rather than
private use.
The basic framework of the area consists of a cliff
top path and a riverside path, running north-south
and roughly parallel with each other. These routes
are linked by several paths which wind their way
through steep wooded slopes.

P. 277 High Tor and Matlock Dale to the north

Cliff-top Path

From the most northerly part of the site, Lovers
Walks can be approached from Matlock Bath
Railway Station Car Park.

P. 278 The ‘Northern Area’ of Matlock Bath
Once on the ridge of Lovers Walks, trees heavily
screen both sides of the area, especially the stark
Station car park to the west, particularly over the
summer months. The noise associated with the busy
A6, the station and the numerous visitors to the
area fades away and is replaced by calm, peaceful
spaces and the sound of bird-song filtering through
the trees.

P. 275 Approach from the north
This route was only constructed in 1997. The ascent
to the park is accessed by gravel paths, and
bounded by timber estate fencing which leads
through rough scrub ascending until it reaches the
ridge of the hill.

The character of the area is predominantly one of
‘nature’, with the overhanging trees, dappled light,
dramatic views and the use of natural materials
where man has left his mark e.g. sleepers have been
used to form steps through the woodland. The area
is very attractive and unspoilt, with a secluded air

From this point there are wide ranging views across
agricultural land to the east, namely Starkholmes
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where the tree canopies overhang and intertwine
and there is soft mossy undergrowth.

and green with the heavily wooded backdrop of
Masson Hill

P. 279 A natural environment close to the ridge
Wide-ranging views are evident across wooded and
agricultural land to the east where the line of the
ridge ends.

P. 281 West across the Parades to the Temple Hotel

P. 280 View to the east towards Woodseats Farm

P. 282 The River Derwent snaking through the town

Vantage points to the west appear at stages along
the paths in the form of ‘natural’ viewing platforms.
There are limited views of the town and river, as
trees cause obstructions, especially in the summer
months. However the views indicate steeply rising
land levels to the west of the valley. The curve of
the river and the associated new commercial
development along its edge can be easily seen.

At one point the sight of Gullivers Kingdom and
the associated sounds of children across the valley
becomes briefly apparent. Again this is more
visually evident during the winter months.

In 1879 a summerhouse lay beside a spot marked
‘Lovers Leap’ on top of the scarp c120m south of
Jubilee Bridge, close to the top of Birdcage Walk.
This was not evident on the 1899 map. Beyond the
Parades and facing the river, the properties to the
western areas of the town are not as densely
developed as that to the northern area of Matlock
Bath. Steep areas of land remain as green swathes
between the tiers of properties and the area is lush

P. 283 Gullivers Kingdom
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This is a very different character than the original
Georgian views (and sounds) across the valley when
the park was first conceived.

P. 287 Limestone crags tower over the gorge
Worn stone steps lead mysteriously to grottoes and
caverns in the rocks. There is a romantic air of byegone years, the stone steps worn by many passing
feet. The further into the park, the more tranquil
the area becomes. At the southern most point a
stone wall abruptly ends the walk. This is partially
ruinous and the remnants of this wall and a disused
doorway have a nostalgic air of decay.

P. 284 The Pavilion and Derwent Gardens
Further along the cliff edge, the view from the ridge
overlooks the Pavilion and the Church of Holy
Trinity further southwards along the valley.

P. 285 Southwards to Holy Trinity Church and Cromford
beyond

P. 288 Remnants of the southern boundary wall
Descending further, this wall and doorway mark the
boundary of the Registered Park. The paths here
and beyond, were originally used in the C18th by
the gardener returning visitors to Lovers Walks
from the guided tours of Willersley Castle gardens.
From here footways leads down to the river.

The pathways wind steeply down through the park
with the natural rock formations and precipitous
cliffs looming alongside.

P. 286 Steep pathways to the south of Lovers Walk

P. 289 Gateway to Willersley Castle gardens
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Riverside Path

The pathways are now more formally surfaced and
the park starts to take on a slightly more urban
character and appearance.

Once down at the banks of the river at the southern
end of the park, there are views across to a waterfall
cascading into the west side of the Derwent.

P. 290 Cascade, River Derwent
The outfall of the New Bath spring is now
constrained in a pipe under the A6 road but this
feature was the subject of Thomas Smith of Derby’s
painting of c1750 ‘Cascades below Matlock Bath’.
The scene formed the original focal point at this
end of Lovers Walks. The river-banks are tree lined
and attractive although the views are diminished by
poorly maintained open fronted sheds to the south
of Derwent Gardens, which are also visible from
higher paths to the east.

P. 293 Formal surfacing, lighting columns etc. begin to
appear
There is now evidence of street furniture in the
form of lighting columns, litter bins, illumination
posts, some in need of maintenance or removal.
Between New Bridge and ‘The Pavilion’ there are
attractive views across the river to Derwent
Gardens.

P. 291 Open fronted sheds to south of Derwent Gardens
P. 294 Derwent Gardens

Further north along the riverside the character of
the park begins to change. There is a modern single
span bridge of 1969 linking the park to Derwent
Gardens on the western side of the river.

This is also a Registered Park and Garden (Grade
II) and is discussed in more detail under the
‘Southern Area’. It has been a formal pleasure
ground since the 1890s and has been
sympathetically restored in the mid 1980’s, making
use of the existing tufa and water features and
replacing inappropriate modern additions. Its sense
of seclusion relies heavily on the continued
maintenance of tree screen on the banks adjacent to
the A6. The tufa grottoes and water features can be
seen from the opposite walkway, set against a
wooded backdrop and the Church of Holy Trinity.
There are dramatic views eastwards towards the
towering limestone cliffs.

P. 292 1960’s single span bridge
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Further along the river route, railings have been
erected which are functional but also do not
enhance the area by way of their design.

At the northern point of the Riverside Area are the
Jubilee Grounds. These grounds were not part of
the pleasure grounds until after the Butterley
Company constructed the Jubilee Bridge in 1887.
This area became a venue for riverside
entertainments and the bandstand, flanked by
rockeries, was erected in 1893. It is still an
important focal point. By around 1900 this
bandstand was linked to the cliff-top path and it is
now joined by a path from the station car park.

P. 295 Railings along the river bank
Similarly the unsightly metal sheds at the site of the
original landing stages, to the south of the Pavilion
do not enhance the area.
P. 298 Bandstand- crowds may have watched from the
promenade
The Walks were originally laid out to create
secluded and secretive bowers. This along with a
tufa arbour (which originally enclosed a seated area)
allowed the ‘Lovers’ their stolen moments of
intimacy.
P. 296 Unattractive boat sheds at the landing stage
Along the riverside are the remains of enclosed
stone shelters, now overgrown with ivy, a shadow
of their past life.

P. 299 Remaining elements of the original walkways can be
seen to the left of the photograph

P. 300 Tufa arch in Lovers Walks - originally seating was
installed

P. 297 Stone shelter formerly a spar shop
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P. 301. Childrens play area and picnic site
This play area was originally the site of animal
houses and a aviary from the 1920s to 1940s. At
river level the remains of several boat landing stages
are a reminder of the important role that boating
has played in Matlock Baths leisure industry.
Ornamental addition’s that still survive include the
arched tufa shelter close to the children’s play area,
at the foot of Birdcage Walk, the ferry shelters
(early 19th century) and the former spar shop
opposite the landing stage. The arched tufa shelter
is a modified grotto painted by George Robertson
in 1798 and again in 1817 by Joseph Farrington. It
is thought to mark the northern limit of the original
riverside walk.. The ferry landings which are still
visible, were in use until 1950.
Tourism is an important element within the core of
the Matlock Bath Conservation Area and the river
plays a vital role in this. The area along the riverside and the river itself are well patronised especially
during the warmer months of the year, when tourist
capacity is at its greatest. As well as its natural
beauty, events such as the water based illuminations
held in the autumn, encourage more visitors to the
area. Unfortunately the original wide promenade to
the west of the river has been lost due to previous
road widening schemes.

P. 302 Fishing – just one of the many activities along the
river
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STARKHOLMES MEADOWS

Its character depends largely upon its open
undeveloped nature as it helps to soften the harsher
extremities of the gorge and create a buffer to a
village nestling tightly to the body of Masson Hill.

Preamble
Starkholmes Meadows is an area to the far west of
the current Conservation Area. It encompasses
mainly open agricultural land with a limited number
of buildings, namely one building to the south of
the site, where works are currently being carried out
and the Station buildings and associated car park.

The Meadows

The area is known locally as Bath Fields and this
area of meadow on shale is visible from many parts
of the Conservation Area, especially looking into
the Conservation Area across from Riber and
Starkholmes; looking out from the high ridge of
Lovers Walks; from the Heights of Abraham and
from many vantage points at the higher levels of
Matlock Bath village itself.

P. 305 The Meadows create a ‘buffer’ with Matlock Bath
nestling into Masson Hill

P. 306 Stakholmes and the Meadows from Lovers Walks
ridge

P. 303 View over Starkholmes Meadows from Starkholmes
The Meadows were part of the Willersley Farm
Estate in the 18th century and retain many farm
boundaries from that date marked by gritstone
rubble and trees. Its undulating swathe of green
contrasts sharply with the precipitous and wooded
landscape of the gorge and performs an important
function in providing a landscape setting to the
village on the eastern extremities.

P. 307 The Meadows from Holme Road
The Station
Access to the Station and car park is from the road
bridge at the junction of the A6, where the Midland
hotel forms a pivotal building within the streetscene. Views back into the village draw the visitor in
to explore the Victorian shops and buildings along
the Parades, as well as the walks alongside the river.

P. 304 Its undulating meadows contrast with the harsher
landscape of the gorge
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P. 308 Approach into Matlock Bath from the Station
The approach to the station and car park is
somewhat bland, the access bridge leads to a car
park, littered in signage. The car park itself is also a
bland sea of tarmac, despite being well patronised
especially during the summer months. However the
visual impact of the car park is lessened at ground
level as it is well screened from much of the
commercial area and from views from vantage
points in the built-up areas of the Matlock Bath. Its
greatest impact is from the ridge on Lovers Walks
but as can be seen from P.306 above, tree coverage
is adequate even during the winter months.

P. 309 Station Approach and car park area
In 1997 a new route into Lovers Walks was
introduced from adjacent to this car park area. This
access point, which functionally is well located in
order to attract visitors into Lovers Walks from the
north is relatively low key and is not offensive
within the landscape.
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VILLAGESCAPE INDICATORS

ZONE 5
STARKHOLMES MEADOWS

MATLOCK BATH
CONSERVATION AREA

(

Starkholmes Meadows

KEY

NORTHERN AREA

Ascending Masson Road, the road is enclosed by
substantial retaining walls. These are predominantly
constructed in random rubble limestone and are set
against a backdrop of tall trees and vegetation. The
road has a private and secluded air, a backwater
away from the noise, traffic and general bustle of
the main road.

Preamble
The Northern Area lies to the north of the existing
Matlock Bath Conservation Area. It includes
Masson Road to the north, Holme Road and
Brunswood Road to the central part of the area and
part of the main A6 prior to the junction with
Holme Road, where the ‘Parades’ currently begin. It
also includes the Midland Hotel located at the
junction and the gardens surrounding the War
Memorial. The land rises steeply from the A6, the
highest property being located on Masson Road.
Beyond is Masson Hill and to the north, the
Heights of Abraham.
The properties in this area are predominantly
residential, with some commercial buildings at the
junction of Holme Road and the A6. The key
elements of this area relate to the long-range views
and the numerous limestone walls, many of which
help to retain the steeply banked sites.

P. 312 Limestone retaining walls along Masson Road

Masson Road

From Masson Road there are stunning views out
across to Starkholmes on the far side of the valley.
The wide-ranging views across the rooftops are
across to verdant pasture-land on the opposite side
of the valley.

P. 313 Walls along Masson Road
The walls in this area are a prevalent and distinctive
feature and display a variety of sandstone and
limestone coping details. These are in the form of
formal ‘castellated’ copings, tooled ‘saddleback’
copings, jagged limestone ‘tufa’ and flatter dressed
slabs surmounted by iron railings.

P. 314 ‘Castellated’ and ‘Saddleback’ sandstone copings

P. 310 & 311Views from Masson Road across the valley
P. 315 ‘Formal’ areas of walling along Masson Road
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are the grey slate roofs of properties on Devonshire
and Hope Terrace. Masson Road terminates with
gated access to open countryside beyond. Further
up the hillside, at the Heights of Abraham, the cable
cars depart for their scenic journey across the valley.

P. 316 Flatter dressed stone slabs with iron railings
There are also examples in the area of pedestrian
gates built into the walls. These have sandstone
dressed arches and quoins and plain boarded
painted timber gates.

P. 318 Properties elevated from the level of Masson Road
There are some interesting details to note in this
area including the letter-box inset into the retaining
wall at the junction of Masson and Holme Road.

P. 319 Walls and terracing at Lower Towers

P. 317 Pedestrian ’gothic’ arched gate with tufa coping
Most of the properties which face onto Masson
Road are sited in prominent positions high above
the level of the road and take advantage of the
magnificent views The pattern of development
echoes the Georgian landscape, with individual
properties set against woodland high on the hill, and
Victoria Prospect Tower visible on the skyline.
Apart from a row of cottages at the furthest point
along the road, all the properties are large and
detached, built of stone or render and set within
spacious garden plots. The backdrop is heavily
wooded with a mixture of indigenous trees. The
gardens fronting the properties are often steeply
terraced with openings cut into the retaining walls
for access, directly onto the road – there are no
footpaths. The lack of footpaths adds to the rural
character of the road. Below the level of the road

P. 320 Letterbox at the corner of Masson Rd and Holme
Rd.
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Holme Road

There are examples of decorative ironwork in the
form of garden railings at Danbury Lodge and
parapet detail at Ivy Bank. Solid stone gate piers
feature in the area at East Lodge and Lower
Towers. Robust chimney stacks of stone and
render, many retaining their pots, are an important
feature across the area and they contribute to
punctuating the skyline.

To the south and west side of Holme Road, the
properties are again large detached properties with
spacious plots. The properties are constructed in a
mixture of slate, stone and render the majority of
these properties are modern and are set at a lower
level than the road. Again due to the steep terracing,
the properties enjoy spectacular views across the
valley. Similarly to Masson Road, the enclosing
lime-stone walls are a characteristic feature of the
area.

P. 321 Decorative parapet detail at ’Ivy Bank’
P. 324 Views across the valley from Holme Road
Further along Holme Road, the character changes
to tightly knit terraced property to the south and a
mixture of old and new property to the north.
‘Sandwiched’ between ‘Greenbank’ and Clarence
Terrace; which is very fine Victorian row; there has
been an unfortunate modern infill development.
This is a prime example of how the character of an
area can be diminished by new development which
does not respect the special architectural qualities,
and general character and appearance of the area.
P. 322 Stone gate piers at East Lodge

P. 323 Chimney stacks and their pots contribute to the
skyline.

P. 325 Modern development alongside Clarence Terrace
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Clarence Terrace and its neighbouring Rockvale
Villas step politely down the hill respecting the
natural topography of the area. The scale and mass
of building reduces from the ‘grandeur’ of Clarence
Terrace and the eye is drawn along the road to the
landscape views beyond. The terraces in this area
developed around the former Clarence Hydropathic
establishment, which is now converted to flats,
opposite Clarence Terrace. This latter Terrace is an
outstanding example of a tall Victorian terrace with
picturesque ‘gothic’ detail.

Rockvale Terrace backs onto the Rockvale Villas,
between which are a selection of small privy
buildings (see P*). Although the frontage of the
terraces are stone, the rear and side elevations are
brick.
The building plots in this part of the area are much
tighter and more restrained than the larger detached
villa plots. Hence the character of the area becomes
more urban in form.
Views along Holme Road demonstrate that many
chimney-stacks remain, although several of them
are missing their pots.

The properties, which comprise Clarence Terrace,
have small front gardens with low brick and stone
walls. These walls curve fashionably towards the
pathways and originally would have had wrought
iron railings and gates, although unfortunately most
have now been lost. In places, inappropriate timber
fencing has been introduced.

P. 328 Pots to chimney-stacks are missing
Opposite to Clarence Terrace is Clarence House
which appears to have lost, some of its original
architectural detail. The building displays an air of
neglect. Still in evidence, although in need of repair,
are the stone gate piers and gates at the entrance.
P. 326 Low walls minus the original railings

P. 329 Stone walls, gate piers and gates at Clarence House in need of repair.
The limestone walls and sandstone gate piers are
again representative of the area, especially along this
section of Holme Road.
P. 327 Fashionable curved element of wall, which have
unfortunately lost the railing and gate details
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Elements such as awnings, modern porches and
conservatories, especially located on prominent
elevations are uncharacteristic and non-traditional
features. As such these are alien features to the area.
From Holme Road, the land rises up towards South
View and Devonshire Terrace beyond.

P. 330 Wall and gate pier Holme Road
As on Masson Road, gated pedestrian entrances add
character to the area.

P. 333 View towards South View
At the entrance to Holme Bank there are stone gate
piers and a small area of remaining stone setts.
Beyond the entrance, the driveway changes to
concrete and modern paving. Generally there is very
little remaining historic surfacing in this area.

P. 331 Entranceway to Holmebank Cottage
Adjacent to Clarence House, modern single-storey
infill properties have been introduced. Their context
within the street-scene does not respect the overall
character or appearance of the area..

P. 334 Remaining stone setts

Brunswood Road

From Brunswood Road, again there are wide
ranging views, across the valley. Brunswood House
is a substantial detached house in stucco, on the
northern fringe of the area. It is well screened by
trees and has a substantial stone retaining wall.
Originally, the grounds would have been more

P. 332 Modern single storey properties on Holme Road
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extensive but large modern detached properties
have been built within the site.

P. 337 Walling on Brunswood Road, rear of Hope Terrace
Descending Brunswood Road back to the main A6,
the pattern of development changes with the large
detached ‘Parsonage’ building to the east, now used
as the Probation Offices. Opposite to this there is a
mixture of semi-detached, detached and a small
terrace of three properties. The attractive Victorian
properties are set back from the road with garden
frontages. Unfortunately some of the properties
have lost part or all the frontage space to allow for
car parking or garaging.

P. 335 Views from Brunswood Road

P.336 A mixture of materials and extensions at the rear of
Clarence Villas.

P. 338 Garaging in place of garden frontage
Some of the original iron railings dividing the
garden frontages, are still in place.

To the south of the road are two sets of terraces Hope Terrace and Clarence Villas. Some properties
in this area have suffered due to the provision of
parking spaces and garaging with the resulting loss
of architectural integrity caused by the interruption
of their garden spaces.
As on Masson Road and Holme Road, stone walls
are a significant feature of this road. Again the walls
are limestone and are of random rubble
construction. In this area the copings are triangular
in shape.

P. 339 Original decorative iron railings
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The row of pebbledash garages at the entrance to
the Probation Offices, which are quite visible from
Brunswood Road, is considered to have a negative
impact on the area.

P. 342 The Midland Hotel
P. 340 Garaging fronting the Probation Office
The Midland Hotel is an isolated pivotal building,
close to the road bridge leading to the Railway. It
was built to exploit the potential custom of the
railway travellers, as it originally had a large shop
window and sold spar goods.

Although a non-permanent element, the row of
waste skips at the junction with the main A6 do not
present an attractive view at the bottom of Holme
Road (see negative elements).

On approaching the Conservation Area from
Matlock to the north, the first properties that are
associated with the Matlock Bath Conservation
Area are a pair of 20th century properties divided
into four flats. These properties were built in the
grounds of the former Vicarage. Set behind the
original stone boundary walls and hedging, the
decorative stone gate piers to the former Vicarage
are still in situ.

At the junction of Holme Road and the A6 is the
County and Station Hotel making a robust
statement at the base of the hill. A little further up
Holme Road, on the left hand side, is the former
stable yard to the County & Station. This has been
converted to residential use (2004) but a number of
important features still remain including a stone
trough. On the opposite side of Holme Road to the
Hotel is where the commercial core of Matlock
Bath begins with ‘The Parades’.

P. 341 County & Station Hotel and the start of ‘The
Parades’.
P. 343 Gate piers and walls to former Vicarage

The A6

This junction is an important space within the
confines of the Conservation Area. Although the
Conservation Area boundary begins further along
the A6 towards Matlock, this space acts as a
gateway into Matlock Bath proper and there is a
distinct sense of arrival at this point. To the
opposite side of the road from the Coach & Station
Hotel is the Midland Hotel.

The approach into Matlock Bath from the north is
also quite green and leafy in the summer months.
The river Derwent runs alongside the limestone
walls to the east of the road, although as it is at a
lower level than the road it is not particularly visible,
nor can it be fully appreciated, until further into the
Conservation Area.
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P. 344 Approach into Matlock Bath from the north
P. 346 Public shelter at northern end of original promenade

Before reaching the Midland Hotel, there are some
modern infill properties to the west of the road; a
hall which is utilised as a Youth Centre and
buildings used as garage facilities. These buildings
are generally set back from the road and to the rear
of these properties, the backs of buildings on
Holme Road are visible. The older properties
further into the Conservation Area have a
consistent building line directly onto the footway.

The formal promenade to the west bank of the river
was reduced dramatically by the A6 widening
scheme. Historic photographs indicate the original
extent of the promenade

The bridge link over the river to the railway and
associated car parking areas is a traditional stone
arched bridge, although the adjacent pipe-work to
the north of the bridge is visually intrusive.
Further into the village the gardens around the War
Memorial survive along with the public shelter
added in 1908 and the important row of chestnut
trees along the riverside.

P. 345 War memorial
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Matlock Bath
Conservation Area Appraisal

8. Negative Elements

The extent of loss, intrusion or damage.
Elements which detract from the special character of the area and which
offer a welcome opportunity for change

NEGATIVE ELEMENTS
SOUTHERN AREA

Metal scaffolding inserted along the pathways has a
detrimental effect on the natural character of the
area.

1970s housing adjacent to Holy Trinity Church.
Their general appearance, form and materials are
not characteristic of the surrounding buildings and
their location so close to the Church is an
unfortunate piece of planning.

Trellising above retaining walls at villas on Clifton
Road is highly prominent and detrimental to the
character of the buildings in this part of the
Conservation Area.

The large expanse of roof to part of Gullivers
Kingdom has a detrimental effect on views from
Jacobs Steps alongside.

Signage to Gullivers Kingdom creates a brashness
when set against the natural stone walls and
landscape beyond.

The introduction of timber fencing to ‘infill’ gaps in
the stone walls has a detrimental effect on the
natural environment along the Wapping.
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NEGATIVE ELEMENTS
TEMPLE WALK AND THE HEIGHTS OF
ABRAHAM

Metal handrails - Temple Hotel
Low brick walls on Temple Walk are incongruous
and are not representative of the character of the
area.

Decking structures to the rear of properties on
Holme Road.

Metal handrails - West Bank

Views from Waterloo Road to the rear of Holme
Road identify timber fencing, decking and other
structures encroaching into the natural environment
to the rear of properties on Holme Road.
Metal handrails – Orchard Road
Metal handrails close to the Temple Hotel, along
West Bank and Orchard Road do not enhance the
character or appearance of the Conservation Area
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The loss of front garden walls to provide parking
areas along Upperwood Road will erode the quality
of the environment and lead to a loss of character.

Unsightly electricity sub-station at the rear of the
Temple Hotel.

Timber garages adjacent to West Bank are not
complimentary to the street-scene.

Overhead cables interfere with views and the quality
of the environment.
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NEGATIVE ELEMENTS
THE PARADES

The A6 itself is a major negative element on the
area both visually and physically. The extent of
vehicles and parking often makes it pedestrian
unfriendly. Both the road and the unattractive
railings lining the riverside walkway impinge on
views across the Parades (and from higher vantage
points in the Conservation Area).

The sub-station and litter-bins (of different designs)
contribute to street clutter and the riverside railings
(modern blue and steel grey) are uncomplimentary.
An integrated approach is required.

The electricity sub-station along the river-side
walkway is visually detrimental in this highly
prominent space.

Numerous bins, plastic tables and chairs, wheelie
bins, shop goods on the footway and other street
furniture leads to visual and physical clutter.

Roller shutters present a low quality environment,
which is detrimental to the ambience of an area, nor
does it help potential trade
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decorations above the fascia are incongruous on the
building.

Unsympathetic shop fascias and signage are
detrimental to the street-scene and have a negative
impact on the building, the environment and for the
long term viability of the tourist industry.

Numerous bins and skips are visible along the main
shopping area.

Excessive signage and skips on the footway are
detrimental to the quality of the environment.

Poorly maintained frontages on South Parade
detract from the quality of the area.

The centrally located sign detracts from the
attractive shp front detail it is located on and the

White picket fencing off Waterloo Road is not
characteristic of the Conservation Area.
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NEGATIVE ELEMENTS
RIVERSIDE AREA (LOVERS WALKS)

Column holders for the illumination poles are
unsightly structures in the natural environment.

The tufa arch at the more northern end of Lovers
Walks hosts an unattractive generator box. The
removal of this and a re-instatement of the original
design of seating would be a substantial
improvement, visually, functionally and historically.

Maintenance sheds at the southern end of Derwent
Gardens are unsightly from several vantage points
in the surrounding area.

River-side railings are functional but are considered
to be of a poor design and quality and impact
detrimentally on views from both sides of the River.
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NEGATIVE ELEMENTS

STARKHOLMES MEADOWS

The electricity sub-station at Matlock Station is
unsightly and in need of repair.

Visitors (and residents) in the area are greeted by a
plethora of signage on arrival at Matlock Bath
Railway Station.
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NEGATIVE ELEMENTS

The service compound and sub station on the A6
have an adverse impact on the surroundings and on
views of entering the Conservation Area from the
north.

NORTHERN AREA

Despite being of a temporary nature, skips adjacent
to the main shopping area have a negative impact
on the street-scene and create a poor image to
visitors and a poor environment for residents.
Infill development adjacent to Clarence Terrace is
considered uncharacteristic of the street-scene and
especially in its relationship to the three storey
Victorian properties adjacent.

Street furniture, particularly litter bins, is at odds
with the character of the surrounding area.

Intrusive pipe-work adjacent the bridge on the A6 is
visible to visitors and residents alike.

Modern bungalows on Holme Road. Their scale,
form and materials do not harmonise with the
neighbouring properties.
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Loss of front gardens for parking and garaging
seriously erodes the quality of the environment and
detracts from the buildings beyond.

Flat roof garages create an unattractive vista at the
entrance to the probation offices.
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Matlock Bath
Conservation Area Appraisal

9. Neutral Factors

Areas which neither enhance nor detract from the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area,
but where some potential for enhancement should be recognised

NEUTRAL FACTORS
SOUTHERN AREA

Modern railings and signage along Temple Road
detract the eye from far reaching views and tend to
‘cheapen’ the environment.
The landing stages and the boat sheds in Derwent
Gardens are in need of repair and refurbishment
and currently detract from the setting of the
Gardens and the Pavilion as do the condition of the
paths and planting beds. Adjacent to Derwent
Gardens there is poorly maintained boundary
treatment to the Bowling Green.

Car parking to the south of Temple Road presents a
bland expanse of tarmac on the site of the original
Old Bath Hotel. However, the expanse of car park
is nevertheless well-screened by the surrounding
vegetation. Detailing around the car park is poor,
such as reinforcing bars used for handrails, steel
litter bins and timber fences. Japenese knotweed is
encroaching.

Functional railings to Holy Trinity Church do not
complement the Grade II listed church or its
setting. Elevated from the road, they are prominent
in the street-scape.

Holy Trinity School. A relatively discrete location
and the building is low key in that it is single storey
but its form, materials and details are alien to the
area. The metal railings to the school are also in
need of repair.

Clifton Cabin on the A6, originally a shop selling
fluorspar gifts. Adjacent to the building is a
petrifying well, both neglected yet remaining
symbols of their Victorian origins.
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vegetation assist in obscuring its overall impact and
help it to be assimilated into the surrounding
landscape.

Perimeter fencing to the Bowling green is in need of
repair.
Farm buildings to the far western boundary of the
Conservation Area are in a ruinous condition.

Car parking fronting Gullivers Kingdom. Again this
large expanse of car parking is well screened by
expansive vegetation.

Gullivers Kingdom. The fantasy theme park does
impinge on views of the natural environment but
nevertheless the topography and extensive
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NEUTRAL FACTORS
TEMPLE WALK AND THE HEIGHTS OF
ABRAHAM

Timber fencing and trellis on Upperwood Road do
not help to retain the robust and enclosed nature of
the lane.
Poor quality pale fencing has been used to secure
some of the attractions at the Heights of Abraham.

Low timber fencing along road-side verges on
Upperwood Road. and the use of concrete kerb
edges diminishes the quality of the natural
environment.

Utilitarian street lighting on Upperwood Road

Poorly maintained surface treatment does not
enhance this rural lane
Fencing to Gullivers Kingdom is incongruous in
this location
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NEUTRAL FACTORS
THE PARADES

Upper floors (some like these are vacant) are in
need of maintenance and repair.
The large bland expanse of footway fronting
properties at the base of Waterloo Road has
potential which has not yet been explored.

The paved area and benches could be better
designed to harmonise with the space they occupy.

An excessive number of lights (along eaves) are
unnecessary to both the building and the locality.
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NEUTRAL FACTORS
RIVERSIDE AREA (LOVERS WALKS)

Interpretation sign at northern entrance to Lovers
Walks is in need of repair.

The single span bridge, constructed in the late 1960s
and known as New Bridge is in need of
refurbishment and re-painting.

Seating in Lovers Walk is in need of replacement or
repair.
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NEUTRAL FACTORS

STARKHOLMES MEADOWS

Building works currently being undertaken at
Starkholmes Meadows are creating a temporary
‘scar’ on the landscape.
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NEUTRAL FACTORS
NORTHERN AREA

Loss of railings and gates to the frontages of
Clarence Terrace. The introduction of low timber
fencing for sub-division of front gardens is also at
odds with the character of the properties.

The garden area surrounding the war memorial is in
need of repair and reinvigoration. Particularly
detrimental is the timber post and rail fencing
surrounding the War Memorial itself.

Although parking is a necessary evil, it detracts from
views along narrow roads and lanes in the area and
causes congestion.
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10. Justification for Boundary

JUSTIFICATION FOR BOUNDARY
Originally designated in August 1972, the Matlock
Bath Conservation Area covered a substantially
reduced geographical area. This was primarily
centred on the Parades and an area to the north
around Upperwood Road (see Figure 13).

Generally the southern boundary follows the line of
the Wapping bridleway and takes in the hamlet of
Upperwood.
The western boundary follows Upperwood Road
and includes open landscape to the ridge beyond
the road as well as sites of previous show caverns
and mines.

It was extended in 1978 when a further study of the
area was undertaken and its overall value
understood. As a result proposals were put forward
for its preservation and enhancement. This was on
the basis of including its landscaped setting which
surrounds the built core. It was considered that the
built form could not be isolated from its setting, as
it was largely as a result of its dramatic scenery that
Matlock Bath, as we now know it, came into
existence. Its inherent interest, in the late 18th and
early 19th centuries, was a consequence of the cult
of the ‘Picturesque’, linked later to the ‘Romantic
period’. The area was considered a unique form of
Picturesque development because it was not carried
out to one plan by one individual and the pleasure
grounds surrounding the village were not set aside
for the enjoyment of the upper classes exclusively.
Unlike nearly all other instances of such
development, it was not carried out by the landed
gentry but by members of the professional and
trading classes. This trend later became popular in
areas such as the Lake District and other Romantic
tourist spots during the Victorian eras. In 1978 it
was therefore seen as critical that the setting of the
Matlock Bath area was safeguarded.

To the north the boundary outlines the Heights of
Abraham and then follows the edge of development
to the north of Masson Road, returning to the A6.
Starkholmes Meadows to the east creates a further
‘green’ landscape setting and provides a contrast to
the rugged and overwhelming atmosphere of the
gorge and the eastern boundary then follows the
high ridge of Lovers Walks to its separation to the
grounds of Willersley Castle.

Now in 2006, it is considered that the rationale
behind extending the Conservation Area in 1978 to
include the ‘beautiful and the sublime’ landscape
setting are as relevant today as they were in 1978.
Although many of the pleasure grounds now have
additional status as Registered Historic Parks and
Gardens, together with the built form they create a
unit inextricably linked together historically, visually
and physically, the sum of their parts being greater
than their individual elements.
The current boundary of the Conservation Area
(also shown on Figure 13) has been given careful
consideration and the outcome is to recommend
that the boundary remains unaltered.
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FIG 13

CONSERVATION AREA
DESIGNATION

MATLOCK BATH
CONSERVATION AREA

Current Conservation Area Boundary

Origional 1972 Conservation Area Boundary
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